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I. INTRODUCTION

While acknowledging the sheer tenacity of the FirstEnergy utilities in Ohio (The

Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company, The Toledo Edison Company and Ohio Edison

Aigj[hs (nb_ yAigj[hc_mz))+ ih_ b[m ni qih^_l biq g[hs ncg_m ch nb_ mj[h i` ih_ mchaf_

jli]__^cha ][h nb_s [me nb_ No\fc] Sncfcnc_m Aiggcmmcih i` Mbci (yAiggcmmcihz) `il gih_s ch

mi g[hs ^c``_l_hn q[sm- Rb_ Aiggcmmcih `clmn b_[l^ nb[n nb_ Aigj[hc_m| ]ihmumers need (1) to

worry about reliability issues that do not exist, (2) to subsidize uneconomic plants in the name of

fuel diversity and (3) to pay for a retail hedge based on projections that have been proven to be

widely wrong. Now, on rehearing, the Companies still want consumers to pay for many of those

nbcham [m q_ff [m ^cj chni nb_cl m[pcham ni j[s `il nb_ Aigj[hc_m| oh^_l`oh^ed pension plan,

provide credit support to a parent corporation and, as absurd as it sounds, pay over a half of

billion dollars a year to be an Akron-based company. This case has evolved from a case focused

on the bad public policy of a proposal not permitted under Ohio law to a case of a public utility

asking the consumers of Ohio to pay over a billion dollars a year for nothing tangible.
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From the beginning of this proceeding, the NHK Niq_l Nlipc^_lm Elioj (yN2z)1 and the

Cf_]nlc] Niq_l Qojjfs ?mmi]c[ncih (yCNQ?z)2 have warned this Commission that the

Companies| Rider RRS proposal was a subsidy that would force ratepayers to pay hundreds of

millions more than they would otherwise pay over the term of the ESP IV- N2.CNQ?|m q[lhcham

came true when the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (yDCPAz) revoked FirstEnergy

Solutions Corp.|s (yDCQz) [h^ nb_ Aigj[hc_m| [``cfc[n_ q[cp_ls related to the Rider RRS power

jol]b[m_ [al__g_hn (yNN?z), [h^ qb_h cn \_][g_ ]f_[l nb[n nb_ Aigj[hc_m| 1/03 Pc^_l PPQ

projections were - as predicted by P3/EPSA and other parties - outdated and with the

actual prices for capacity and energy that are known today.

The Companies, though, have been relentless and shameless in their pursuit for a

ratepayer-funded subsidy to FirstEnergy Corp. and its competitive business unit. While the

FERC stood tall on behalf of Ohio consumers and demanded protections to save consumers from

affiliate self-dealing, the Companies tried to repackage their proposal as a virtual PPA to try to

circumvent FERC. The virtual PPA would rely upon the projected costs of the W.H. Sammis

units, the Davis Besse unit and FEQ| _hncnf_g_hn `lig nb_ Mbci T[ff_s Cf_]nlc] Ailjil[ncih

(yMTCAz) ni \_ h_nn_^ [a[chmn l_p_ho_m \[m_^ ih nb_ ohcnm| projected generation output and

actual capacity and day-ahead locational marginal prices at the AEP-Dayton Hub.3

1 P3 is a non-jli`cn ila[hct[ncih qbim_ g_g\_lm [l_ _h_las jlipc^_lm ch nb_ NHK Ghn_l]ihh_]ncih JJA (yNHKz)
region, conduct business in the PJM balancing authority area, and are signatories to various PJM agreements.
?fnia_nb_l+ N2 g_g\_lm iqh ip_l 73+/// g_a[q[nnm (yKUmz) i` a_h_l[ncih [mm_nm, produce enough power to
supply over 20 million homes, and employ over 40,000 people in the PJM region, representing 13 states and the
District of Columbia. This brief does not necessarily reflect the specific views of any particular member of P3 with
l_mj_]n ni [hs [laog_hn il cmmo_+ \on ]iff_]ncp_fs jl_m_hnm N2|m jimcncihm-
2 EPSA is a national trade association representing leading competitive power suppliers, including generators and
marketers. Competitive suppliers, which collectively account for 40 percent of the installed generating capacity in
the United States, provide reliable and competitively priced electricity from environmentally responsible facilities.
EPSA seeks to bring the benefits of competition to all power customers. This brief does not necessarily reflect the
specific views of any particular member of EPSA with respect to any argument or issue, but collectively presents
CNQ?|m jimcncihm-
3 Companies Ex. 197 at 8; Staff Ex. 15 at 11.
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Setting aside the jurisdictional argument on whether the Commission can hear the new

proposal on rehearing (which is fatal in its own right), the Companies| Modified Rider RRS

proposal has the same flaws as the original Rider RRS proposal. The record evidence is

undisputed that the Companies| Modified Rider RRS proposal will result in over one billion

dollars in charges to ratepayers through 2018.4 That is a hole from which the Companies will

never escape, \_][om_ _p_h [mmogcha nb_ Aigj[hc_m| jlid_]ncihm `il 1/08 nblioab nb_ _h^ of the

ESP IV term are true ($976 million in credits), the end result is still a net charge of $154 million

($342 million net present value). In other words, the Aigj[hc_m| iqh jlid_]ncihm mbiq nb[n

ratepayers will lose millions under Modified Rider RRS.

Even the Aiggcmmcih|m Qn[`` b[m finally realized that Modified Rider RRS has no upside

for ratepayers. Although Staff was a signatory party to the original Rider RRS stipulation, Staff

now wisely recommends rejecting the Modified Rider RRS for a number of reasons, including

^cm[al__cha qcnb nb_ Aigj[hc_m| jlid_]ncihm

.5 With the new evidence collected in the record on actual capacity

and energy forward pricing, the Commission should reject the Companies| Modified Rider RRS

proposal, not only on legal grounds (as discussed below), but also because the Modified Rider

RRS will be a sizable net charge to ratepayers.

Rb_ Aiggcmmcih mbiof^ [fmi l_`om_ ni jlipc^_ y]l_^cn mojjilnz ni FirstEnergy Corp. and

cnm [``cfc[n_m- ?fnbioab nb_ Aigj[hc_m h_p_l [me_^ `il y]l_^cn mojjiln+z Qn[`` b[m placed a new

proposal before nb_ Aiggcmmcih ]fi[e_^ oh^_l nb_ h[g_ i` nb_ yBcmnlc\oncih Ki^_lhct[ncih

Riderz (yPc^_l BKPz)- Rb[n lc^_l|m mif_ joljime is to provide nb_ Aigj[hc_m| j[l_hn qcnb cash

nb[n ][h \_ om_^ ni mojjiln nb_ j[l_hn|m chp_mng_hn-grade credit ratings. Qn[``|m ]l_^cn mojjiln

4 P3/EPSA Ex. 20.
5 Rehearing Tr. Vol. 5 at 1201-1202.
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proposal would give the Companies $131 million a year to be used at the discretion of the

Companies, including funding pensions, paying dividends to FirstEnergy Corp. shareholders or

moving the money to other affiliates including FES.6 In exchange, the j[l_hn|m headquarters

must remain in Akron for the ESP IV term (not much of a risk) and there cannot be a change of

ownership of FirstEnergy Corp. or its subsidiaries.7 Staff also recommends that the Commission

issue a vague and undefined directive to the Companies to modernize the grid.8

Just like nb_ Aigj[hc_m| ilcach[f [h^ gi^c`c_^ Rider RRS proposals, Rider DMR is

deeply flawed. For one, Rider DMR is proposed under R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(h), which is

chn_h^_^ `il yYjZrovisions regarding the utility|s distribution service-z @on Rider DMR is not

related to distribution service, a point conceded by Staff witness Buckley, making it unlawful:9

Q. The credit support is not for the provision of a distribution service by the
distribution companies to the ratepayers, correct?

A. Correct.

Another flaw is that Rider DMR will cost $393 million as proposed by Staff and cost up

to $9 \cffcih oh^_l nb_ Aigj[hc_m| jlijim_^ gi^c`c][ncihs. Rider DMR also cannot satisfy the

electric security plan (yCQNz) versus market-rate offer (yKPMz) test as required under R.C.

4928.143(C)(1).

Rider DMR is also flawed because if approved, it would be an unjust and unreasonable

charge under R.C. 4905.22. First, there is no requirement that the Companies actually invest in

grid modernization (only [ ybij_,z [m n_mnc`c_^ ni \s Qn[`` qcnh_mm Turkenton10). Second, nothing

prohibits the Companies from investing in grid modernization today, especially as the

6 Staff Ex. 13 at 4, Rehearing Tr. Vol 3 at 584, Vol. 10 at 1607-1608.
7 Staff Ex. 13 at 7.
8 Staff Ex. 15 at 15-16.
9 Rehearing Tr. Vol. 3 at 611.
10 Rehearing Tr. Vol. 2 at 426, 429.
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Companies can seek cost recovery for any specific grid projects. Third, it is unjust and

unreasonable to force Ohio ratepayers to make-up an alleged cash shortfall through a credit

support rider w while ratepayers in other states ^i hinbcha gil_ nb[h jlipc^_ DclmnCh_las Ailj-|m

other regulated affiliates with a return on and of investment from traditional cost recovery

projects.

The Commission has seen a continuous parade of poorly conceived and legally flawed

proposals all with the common goal of transferring money from the pockets of consumers to the

balance sheets of FirstEnergy Corp. and its affiliates. After over two years, thousands of pages

of briefs, and 51 days of hearings, it is time for the Commission to tell the Companies that Ohio

ratepayers are not responsible for providing a subsidy to FirstEnergy Corp. and its competitive

business units. If the Companies truly believe that the consumers of Ohio will be better served if

those consumers pay more, then the Companies are free to pursue those objectives through

distribution rate cases and other legally available options. In the meantime, the Commission

should reject Modified Rider RRS and Rider DMR.

II. THE PROPOSALS BEFORE THE COMMISSION

A. Modified Rider RRS

1. Modified Rider RRS is based on a different formula than original
Rider RRS.

a. Original Rider RRS.

Rb_ Aigj[hc_m| ilcach[f Pc^_l PPQ jlijim[f q[m [ m]b_g_ imn_hmc\fs i``_l_^ [m [

mechanism to promote retail electric rate stability but in reality was little more than a means to

subsidize tb_ Aigj[hc_m| [cfcha [``cfc[n_ FES. Through original Rider RRS, the Companies

proposed entering into a PPA with FES by which the Companies would purchase all of the

_h_las+ ][j[]cns+ [h^ [h]cff[lc_m `lig nqi i` DCQ| a_h_l[ncha jf[hnmxthe Davis-Besse Nuclear
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Power Station and the W.H. Sammis Plantx[m q_ff [m DCQ| 3-74% _hncnf_g_hn ni ionjon `lig

nqi a_h_l[ncha ohcnm iqh_^ \s nb_ Mbci T[ff_s Cf_]nlc] Ailjil[ncih (]iff_]ncp_fs+ nb_ yNf[hnmz)+

[n jlc]_m mo``c]c_hn ni ]ip_l [ff i` DCQ| ]imnm `il nb_ Nf[hnm+ ch]luding certain fuel costs,

operations and maintenance, depreciation and tax, certain legacy costs, plus a 10.38% return on

and of investment.11 The Companies would then resell the power products purchased from FES

into the wholesale power markets operated by PJM.12

The Companies would net the revenues they received from these sales against the costs

paid to FES, and would credit or charge the difference to ratepayers on a non-bypassable basis

through Rider RRS.13 Thus, any losses that the Companies sustain_^ [m [ l_mofn i` m_ffcha DCQ|

ionjon chni nb_ qbif_m[f_ g[le_nm qiof^ \_ j[c^ \s nb_ Aigj[hc_m| ][jncp_ l[n_j[s_lm-

Similarly, to the extent that the Companies realized gains through such sales, those gains would

flow through to ratepayers under Rider RRS.

Rb_ Aigj[hc_m| ]bc_` ]f[cgm ]ih]_lhcha ilcach[f Pc^_l PPQ q_l_ nb[n9 (c) cn qiof^

promote stability in retail rates by charging ratepayers when market prices were low, and

crediting customers when market prices were high;14 and (ii) over the eight-year term of ESP IV,

Rider RRS would produce a net credit for customers of $561 million ($260 million net present

p[fo_ (yLNTz))-15

b. Modified Rider RRS.

On April 27, 2016, the FERC issued a decision precluding sales with respect to the

Aigj[hc_m| NN? qcnb DCQ yonless and until the [FERC] approves the Affiliate PPA under

11 Companies Ex. 13 at 5; Companies Ex. 155 at 7.
12 Companies Ex. 13 at 5; Companies Ex. 7 at 14.
13 Id.
14 Hearing Tr. Vol. 1 at 44.
15 Companies Ex. 155 at 12; Sierra Club Ex. 89.
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Edgar and Allegheny-z16 It concluded that the non-bypassable charges under Rider RRS present

nb_ yjin_hnc[f `il nb_ ch[jjlijlc[n_ nl[hm`_l i` \_h_`cnm `lig Y][jncp_Z ]omnig_lm ni nb_

shareholders i` nb_ `l[h]bcm_^ jo\fc] oncfcns-z17 Gh l_mjihm_ ni DCPA|m ^_]cmcih+ nb_ Aigj[hc_m

developed a new proposal, Modified Rider RRS, which they claim no longer relies on an express

PPA or other contractual arrangement with FES.

Like original Rider RRS, under Modified Rider RRS, ratepayers would receive a credit if

revenues outweigh costs, and would pay a charge if costs outweigh revenues. But many of the

variables that went into the formula for original Rider RRS have now been fixed based on

projections that the Companies placed into the record back when this proceeding began in 2014.

Under Modified Rider RRS, the energy and capacity output for the Plants are no longer

\[m_^ ih []no[f Nf[hn ij_l[ncihm; chmn_[^ nb_ Nf[hnm| _h_las [h^ ][j[]cns ionjon cm `cr_^ based on

the projected energy and capacity output placed into the record by the Companies in 2014.18

Qcgcf[lfs+ nb_ Nf[hnm| []no[f ]imnm [l_ l_jf[]_^ qcnb nb_ jlid_]n_^ ]imnm `il nb_ Nf[hnm (including a

profit component) as placed into the record in 2014.19 Modified Rider RRS will be projected

annually based on forecasted forward energy prices and known capacity prices for the ATSI

Zone, and then trued-up quarterly to reconcile projected energy revenues with actual energy

revenues based on the actual monthly average on-peak and average off-peak day-ahead

locational marginal price at the AEP-Dayton Hub,20 and to reconcile actual sales and billing

demands with projected amounts.21

16 Electric Power Supply Association et al. v. FirstEnergy Solutions Corporation, et. al, Docket No. EL16-34-000,
Order Granting Complaint at ¶ 53 and fn. 91.
17 Id. at ¶ 55.
18 Companies Ex. 197 at 5.
19 Id. at 6.
20 This is another difference from original Rider RRS, where energy revenues were tied to the prices at the Sammis
and Davis-Besse nodes, rather than the AEP-Dayton Hub. Companies Ex. 197 at 8.
21 Id. at 7.
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Credits or charges under Modified Rider RRS will be calculated by taking the difference

\_nq__h nb_ Nf[hnm| jlid_]n_^ l_p_ho_m [h^ jlid_]n_^ ]imnm jfom [ ao[l[hn__^ jli`cn+ l_]ih]cf_^

on a quarterly basis. When projected costs and the guaranteed profit exceed projected revenues,

ratepayers will pay a charge, and when such revenues are greater than the projected costs and the

guaranteed profit, any resulting gains will be flowed through to ratepayers.

2. Modified Rider RRS will result in net charges for ratepayers in the hundreds
of millions of dollars.

The Companies insist that Modified Rider RRS offers the same or more benefits to

ratepayers than original Rider RRS.22 ?giha nb_ Aigj[hc_m| ]f[cgm cm nb[n+ fce_ ilcach[l Rider

RRS, customers would receive a credit projected to equal $561 million ($260 million net present

p[fo_ (yLNTz)) ip_l nb_ eight-s_[l n_lg i` nb_ Aigj[hc_m| CQN IV.23 But the claim relies on a

forecast developed by Companies Witness Judah Rose when these proceedings began back in

2014. As the record now reflects, the intervening years have proven that Mr. Rose|s projections

are .

a. Ee+ JbfXqf YbeXVTfg \f jebaZ.

Rb_ Aigj[hc_m| ]f[cg nb[n l[n_j[s_lm mbiof^ _rj_]n ni l_]_cp_ [ h_n ]l_^ct of $561

gcffcih oh^_l Ki^c`c_^ Pc^_l PPQ l_fc_m ih [ `il_][mn nb[n Aigj[hc_m| Ucnh_mm Ho^[b Pim_

^_p_fij_^ ch ?oaomn 1/03- Gh bcm n_mncgihs+ Kl- Pim_ \i[mnm nb[n yYgZs `il_][mnm [l_ [m

[]]ol[n_ [m `il_][mnm ][h \_-z24 Alas, in the intervening two years, Kl- Pim_|m `il_][mn b[m

proven .

22 Companies Ex.197 at 11.
23 Companies Ex.197 at 4.
24 Company Ex. 151 at 13.
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Kl- Pim_|m ]ih]fomcih nb[n _h_las jlc]_m qiof^ lcm_ ch nb_ `onol_ q[m \[m_^ ih qbif_m[f_

forward prices, including wholesale forward prices for the AEP-Dayton Hub.25 In his analysis,

P3/EPSA witness Dr. Joseph Kalt reviewed updated forward prices for the AEP-Dayton Hub

]ip_lcha nb_ `clmn nbl__ s_[lm i` Ki^c`c_^ Pc^_l PPQ- ?m Bl- I[fn `ioh^+ yKl- Pim_|m ion^[n_^

wholesale energy price forecast is than currently reported AEP/Dayton

futur_m g[le_n jlc]_m-z26 Kl- Pim_| ][j[]cns jlc]_ `il_][mn q[m domn [m , having

y z27

b. The unrebutted evidence in this proceeding shows that
ratepayers will pay a net charge in the hundreds of millions of
dollars under Modified Rider RRS.

?m nb_ l_]il^ _pc^_h]_ l_`f_]nm+ Kl- Pim_|m `il_][mn b[m jlip_h ni \_ wrong,

. Therefore, the

Companies simply have no credible basis to claim that Modified Rider RRS will produce a $561

gcffcih h_n ]l_^cn- Gh `[]n+ qb_h Kl- Pim_|m `il_][mn cm l_]ih]cf_^ qcnb oj-to-date energy

forward and capacity prices for the first three years of the term of Modified Rider RRS, the

revised forecast reveals that ratepayers can expect to pay at a minimum a $154 million net

charge ($342 million NVP), a difference of approximately $715 million from the $561 million

net credit projected by the Companies.28 Kil_ip_l+ Bl- I[fn|m [h[fsmcm inly pertained to the first

three years of Modified Rider RRS. But i` nb_ ^cmj[lcns \_nq__h nb_ Aigj[hc_m| `il_][mn [h^

current prices continues to widen, ratepayers face the prospect of paying billions in charges.

Bl- I[fn|m [h[fsmcm [al__m qcnb nb_

25 Company Ex. 17 at 33-36.
26 P3/EPSA Ex. 18C at 15 (emphasis added), and Attachment JPK-RH-1.
27 Id.
28 P3/EPSA Ex. 19.
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.

Tellingly, the Companies have made no effort to rebut the findings of Dr. Kalt or Staff.

Instead, the Companies continue to stick to their naked claim that ratepayers should expect to see

a net benefit with Modified Rider RRS. But the evidence in this proceeding paints a wholly

^c``_l_hn jc]nol_- Ub_h nb_ Aigj[hc_m| iqh `il_][mn cm l_]ih]cf_^ qcnb known price

ch`ilg[ncih+ cn l_p_[fm nb[n nb_ Aigj[hc_m| ]f[cg_^ h_n \_h_`cn i` $450 gcffcih cm [ `[l]_; chmn_[^

ratepayers will pay the Companies hundreds of millions if not billions in charges over the term of

Modified Rider RRS.

B. Rider DMR

1. KgTYYqf DMR proposal.

On June 29, 2016, Staff presented an alternative proposal for th_ Aiggcmmcih|m

consideration on rehearing. Staff proposed the creation of a new, unique rider w Rider DMR w to

provide support for FirstEnergy Corp. to maintain an investment grade rating by the major credit

rating agencies.30 Staff further clarified that as a result of this rider, the Companies will be able

to access the capital market, which in turn will enable them to procure funds for distribution grid

modernization initiatives.31 I_s [mj_]nm i` nb_ Qn[``|m jlijim[f [l_ [m `iffiqm9

' Applicability and amount to be recovered: All three Companies,
combined, would recover $131 million annually for 36 consecutive
months.32 This amount was derived from (a) the percentage of the
Aigj[hc_m| ]ihnlc\oncih ch 1/04 ni DclmnCh_las Ailj-|m ij_l[ncha
revenues (22%) an^ (\) nb_ ][mb `fiq `lig ij_l[ncihm (yADMz) ni ^_\n
ymbiln`[ffz [giohn \[m_^ ih [ 03-4% g_nlc] [jjfc_^ ni [ `cp_-year
average.33

29 Rehearing Tr. Vol. 5 at 1201-1202.
30 Staff Ex. 13 at 2.
31 Staff Ex. 15 at 15.
32 Rehearing Tr. Vol. 2 at 469; Rehearing Tr. Vol. 3 at 644; Rehearing Tr. Vol. 5 at 1209-1210.
33 Staff Ex. 13 at 3-4.
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' Recovery: The rider will not recover forecasted or actual costs.34 The
dollars collected will not be segregated or specially marked.35

' Extension: A one-time extension for a fixed 2-year period may be
requested.36 There is no requirement that the Companies demonstrate that
they have invested in grid modernization in order to receive an
extension.37 The extension would be reviewed on a stand-alone basis at
the time of extension request. There is no limit on the amount of money
that the Companies could request in the extension period.38

' Conditions: Two conditions are proposed w (a) FirstEnergy Corp. must
keep its headquarters and nexus of operations in Akron, Ohio, for the
entire term of the ESP IV or the entire rider amount will be subject to
refund; and (b) upon the announcement of an impending change of
ownership for FirstEnergy Corp. or its subsidiaries, the rider will end
immediately.39 Staff also recommended that the Commission direct the
Companies to invest to modernize the distribution grid.40

' Relationship with ESP IV: Staff proposes to institute Rider DMR and to
remove the approved Rider RRS from the Companies ESP IV.41 Rider
BKP qiof^ \_]ig_ j[ln i` nb_ CQN GT+ \on qiof^ y^lij i``z at the end
of 36 months or the end of the extension period.42

2. L[X ;b`cTa\Xfq proposed modifications to Rider DMR.

The Companies proposed several modifications to Qn[``|m Rider DMR proposal. Their

modifications can be summarized as follows:

' Applicability and amount to be recovered: The annual amount
collected under Rider DMR should be increased to $558 million
annually for the entire ESP IV, based on the use of (a) a greater
percentage (40%) i` nb_ Aigj[hc_m| ]ihnlc\oncih ni DclmnCh_las
Ailj-|m jl_-tax revenues, instead of operating revenues; and (b) the
][mb `fiq `lig ij_l[ncihm (yADMz) ni ^_\n ymbiln`[ffz [giohn \[m_^
on a higher 15% metric applied to only a three-year average.43

34 Rehearing Tr. Vol. 4 at 1017-1018.
35 Rehearing Tr. Vol. 3 at 580, 584.
36 Rehearing Tr. Vol. 3 at 646-647; Rehearing Tr. Vol. 4 at 974.
37 Rehearing Tr. Vol. 4 at 975.
38 Rehearing Tr. Vol. 4 at 977.
39 Staff Ex. 13 at 7.
40 Staff Ex. 15 at 15.
41 Rehearing Tr. Vol. 2 at 456.
42 Rehearing Tr. Vol. 4 at 99-991, 1012.
43 Companies Ex. 206 at 9-13.
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' Adder: An amount not to exceed the alleged economic impact of the
headquarters in Akron, Ohio (calculated to be $568 million) should be
added to the annual amount collected.44 Altogether, the Companies
propose that Rider DMR collect up to $1.126 billion annually.

' Time Period: The rider should be in place for the term of the ESP IV
(concluding in May 2024) and should be implemented upon
Commission approval without a requirement to commence grid
modernization.45

' SEET: Rider DMR revenues should be excluded from the annual
significantly excessive earnings test evaluation.46

Aigj[l_^ ni nb_ Aigj[hc_m| ]f[cg_^ jlid_]ncihm `il Pc^_l PPQ+ \inb Qn[``|m [h^ nb_

Aigj[hc_m| jlijim_^ Pc^_l BKP l_`f_]n ever-growing subsidies to FirstEnergy Corp., all at the

expense of ratepayers.

Proposal Comparison n Bad to Worse

Original Rider RRS
Proposal

Modified Rider RRS Staff DMR Companies DMR

A $256 million net credit
over the eight-year term of
ESP IV
as determined in the March
31, 2016 Decision.47

A minimum $154 million
in charges as determined
using actual energy
forward and capacity
auction results for 2016
through 2018 and then the
Aigj[hc_m| jlid_]ncihm `il
2019-2014.

A charge of $393
million over three
years, with the
possibility of an
additional $262
million
extension.48

A minimum charge of
$4.464 billion over
eight years with up to
$568 million more a
year if approved by the
Commission.49

III. THE COMMISSION LACKS JURISDICTION TO CONSIDER MODIFIED
RIDER RRS AND RIDER DMR

The Commission lacks jurisdiction to consider Modified Rider RRS and Rider DMR

because neither proposal was properly preserved for consideration on rehearing. The

Commission yis a creation of the General Assembly under the police power of the state, and it

has only such jurisdiction and authority to act as is vested in it by statute.z Ohio Bus Line, Inc. v.

44 Companies Ex. 205 at 4; Companies Ex. 206 at 13-14.
45 Companies Ex. 206 at 15-16.
46 Companies Ex. 206 at 22.
47 K[l]b 20+ 1/05 B_]cmcih [n 74- N2.CNQ? ^cm[al__ qcnb nb_ Aiggcmmcih|m ]ih]fomcih ih nb_ [giohn i` nb_
charge under the original Rider RRS.
48 Staff Ex. 13 at 3.
49Companies Ex. 205 at 4; Companies Ex. 206 at 13-14.
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Pub. Util., 29 Ohio St.2d 222 (1972), paragraph one of the syllabus. Rb_ Aiggcmmcih|m

jurisdiction to consider matters on rehearing is fixed by R.C. 4903.10 and the rule promulgated

thereunder, Ohio Adm.Code 4901-1-35. As neither the Modified Rider RRS nor Rider DMR

comply with the statutory requirements governing applications for rehearing, the Commission is

without jurisdiction to consider either proposal.

A. The Commission Lacks Jurisdiction To Consider Modified Rider RRS

As repeatedly stated by P3/EPSA, the Companies failed to include Modified Rider RRS

as a specifically-stated assignment of error in their Application for Rehearing in this proceeding,

depriving the Commission of jurisdiction to consider it pursuant to R.C. 4903.10.50

1. Modified Rider RRS was proposed in the ;b`cTa\Xfq EX`beTaWh`
in Support, not in the Application for Rehearing itself.

By way of background, in their Application for Rehearing filed May 2, 2016, the

Companies alleged eight assignments of error arising from the March 31, 2016 Opinion and

Ml^_l ch nbcm jli]__^cha (nb_ yMarch 31, 2016 Decisionz)+ chcluding the following:51

6. The Order is unreasonable because it requires the Companies to
bear the burden for any capacity performance penalties.

7. The Order is unreasonable because the Commission prohibited cost
recovery for Plant outages greater than 90 days.

8. The Order is unreasonable because it does not reflect the ruling by
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Order issued on April
27, 2016 in Docket Number EL16-34-000.

(]iff_]ncp_fs y?mmcahg_hnm i` Cllil Lim- 5-7z)- Gh [h []]igj[hscha Memorandum in Support,

under the common heading relating to Assignments of Error No. 6-8, the Companies noted their

ijjimcncih ni nb_ Aiggcmmcih|m ^_n_lgch[ncih nb[n nb_ Aigj[hc_m \_[l nb_ \ol^_h i` ][j[]cns

50 P3/EPSA filed an application for rehearing on August 5, 2016, seeking reconsideration by the Commission of its
determination on July 6, 2016, that it has jurisdiction to consider the Modified Rider RRS proposal. A ruling on
N2.CNQ?|m ?oaomn 4 [jjfc][ncih `il l_b_[lcha bas not been issued yet. This argument has been included in the
N2.CNQ? Ghcnc[f P_b_[lcha @lc_` ni jl_m_lp_ N2.CQN?|m [laog_hn-
51 Aigj[hc_m| ?jjfc][ncih `il P_b_[lcha [n 1-
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performance penalties under Rider RRS.52 The Compani_m [fmi ]b[ff_ha_^ nb_ Aiggcmmcih|m

modification to the Stipulation in this proceeding to prohibit cost recovery under Rider RRS for

plant outages greater than 90 days.53 But the Memorandum in Support went on to note that both

of these errors would be moot c` nb_ yAiggcmmcih [jjlip_m nb_ Aigj[hc_m| gi^c`c_^ jlijim[f

^cm]omm_^ \_fiq-z54

The Memorandum in Support then went on to state that the April 27, 2016 decision by

DCPA yb[m ]igjfc][n_^ nb_ Aigj[hc_m| [h^ Aiggcmmcih|m _``ilnm ni jlipc^_ ]omnig_lm qcnb

sn[\cfcns [h^ inb_l l_n[cf l[n_ \_h_`cnm jlipc^_^ \s Qncjof[n_^ CQN GTz [h^ yqbc]b hiq l_h^_l

[sicZ nb_ Aiggcmmcih|m K[l]b 20+ 1/05 Ml^_l ohl_[mih[\f_z \_][om_ cn qiof^ h_]_mmcn[n_ [

review of the PPA underpinning Rider RRS by FERCxy[ jli]_mm nb[n qiof^ fceely require a

go]b gil_ f_hanbs ncg_ j_lci^ ni ]ig_ ni [ ]ih]fomcih-z55

To address this impediment, the Memorandum in Support went on to say, the Companies

ydeveloped a modified Rider RRS proposal that is designed to be solely within the Commission's

jurisdiction and that will rely on retail ratemaking mechanisms that do not utilize or refer to a

PPA or any other contractual arrangement or other involvement of FES.z56 In support of

Modified Rider RRS, the Companies separately filed on the same day as their Application for

Rehearing the Prefiled Rehearing Testimony of Eileen M. Mikkelsen. Significantly, as

explained below, g[X ;b`cTa\Xfq 8cc_\VTg\ba Ybe JX[XTe\aZ \gfX_Y VbagT\af ab specific

assignment of error relating to Modified Rider RRS, and as a result, the Commission has no

authority to consider it.

52 K_gil[h^og ch Qojjiln i` Aigj[hc_m| ?jjfc][ncih `il P_b_[lcha [n 02-
53 Id.
54 Id.
55 Id. at 13.
56 Id. at 15.
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2. L[X ;b`cTa\Xfq 8cc_\VTg\ba Ybe JX[XTe\aZ fails to specifically set
forth Modified Rider RRS as an assignment of error.

In order for the Commission to have jurisdiction over Modified Rider RRS, it should

b[p_ \__h ch]fo^_^ mj_]c`c][ffs [m [h [mmcahg_hn i` _llil ch nb_ Aigj[hc_m| ?jjfc][ncih `il

Rehearing. It was not, depriving the Commission of jurisdiction to consider it.

R.C. 4903.10 states that an application for rehearing yshall be in writing and shall set

forth specifically the ground or grounds on which the applicant considers the order to be

unreasonable or unlawful-z (Cgjb[mcm [^^_^-) Ohio Adm.Code 4901-1-35(A) similarly requires

that the application for rehearing itself ym_n `ilnb, in numbered or lettered paragraphs, the specific

ground or grounds upon which the applicant considers the commission order to be unreasonable

or unlawful-z

The Supreme Court of Ohio has repeatedly emphasized that specificity in assignments of

error is a jurisdictional requirement. See, e.g., Disc. Cellular, Inc. v. Pub. Util. Comm., 112 Ohio

Qn- 2^ 25/+ 263 (1//6) (y[W]e have strictly construed the specificity test set forth in R.C.

4903.10z) (Cgjb[mcm [^^_^); Specialized Transport, Inc. v. Pub. Util. Comm., 170 Ohio St. 539,

43/ (085/) (yYGZt is not within the court|s power to provide variable or different qualifying

standards for rehearing applications, much less to deliberately sanction a disregard for those

specifically named by statute-z)-

None of the assignments of error ch nb_ Aigj[hc_m| ?jjfc][ncih `il P_b_[lcha

specifically allege that the Commission|m Mjchcih [h^ Ml^_l is unlawful and unreasonable in

`[cfcha ni [^ijn Ki^c`c_^ Pc^_l PPQ- Gh `[]n+ qcnbion nb_ \_h_`cn i` nb_ Aigj[hc_m|

Memorandum in Support or the related pre-filed testimony, it would have been impossible for

the Commission to discern that it erred in failing to address an alternative rider proposal

calculated at avoiding the reach of the DCPA|m dolcm^c]ncih-
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The closest that the Application for Rehearing comes to implicating Modified Rider RRS

cm nb_ Aigj[hc_m| p[ao_ [mm_lncih ch nb_ ?jjfc][ncih `il P_b_[lcha cnm_f` nb[n nb_ Aiggcmmcih|m

Ml^_l cm yunreasonable because it does not reflect the ruling by the Federal Energy Regulatory

Commission Order issued on April 27, 2016- - - -z @on Ki^c`c_^ Pc^_l PPQ cm chn_h^_^ ni

circumvent the DCPA|m dolcm^c]ncih \s l_gipcha the PPA between the Companies and its

a_h_l[ncih [``cfc[n_- Qn[n_^ inb_lqcm_+ [h il^_l `lig nbcm Aiggcmmcih nb[n yl_`f_]n_^z the

DCPA|m ?jlcf 16+ 1/05 Ml^_l qiof^ hin+ ch [hs m_hm_+ acp_ lcm_ ni Ki^c`c_^ Pc^_l PPQ- Rb_

amorphous reference to the FERC in Assignment of Error No. 8 falls far short of the specificity

required by Ohio law.

In sum, because the Modified Rider RRS proposal was not raised or mentioned in the

Aigj[hc_m| ?jjfc][ncih `il P_b_[lcha+ nb_ Aiggcmmcih f[]em dolcm^c]ncih ni ]ihmc^_l cn-

3. The Commission cannot look outside of an application for rehearing
to consider an assignment of error not raised in the application for
rehearing itself.

Because nb_ Aigj[hc_m| ?jjfc][ncih `il P_b_[lcha ^c^ hin cnm_f` ch]fo^_ Ki^c`c_^ Pc^_l

RRS as an assignment of error, the Commission has no authority ni fiie ni nb_ Aigj[hc_m|

Memorandum in Support or pre-filed testimony in order to consider it on rehearing.

Plain statutory language requires that the application for rehearing itselfxand not another

pleadingxset forth the assignments of error relied on by an applicant for rehearing. R.C.

4903.10 provides that an application for rehearing yshall be in writing and shall set forth

specifically the ground or grounds on which the applicant considers the order to be unreasonable

or unlawfulz [h^ nb[n y[n]o party shall in any court urge or rely on any ground for reversal,

bMOM`U[Z& [^ Y[PURUOM`U[Z Z[` _[ _Q` R[^`T UZ `TQ M\\XUOM`U[Z(g (Emphasis added).

Moreover, Ohio Adm. Code 4901-1-35(A) makes it clear that it is not sufficient for a

ground for rehearing to be included only in the memorandum in support; rather, the
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memorandum in support may only explain the basis for the ground for rehearing already

contained in the application itself:

An application for rehearing must be accompanied by a
memorandum in support, which sets forth an explanation of the
basis for each ground for rehearing identified in the application for
rehearing and which shall be filed no later than the application for
rehearing.

Here, because hinbcha ch nb_ Aigj[hc_m| ?jjfc][ncih `il P_b_[lcha+ ch]fo^cha ?mmcahg_hnm i`

Error Nos. 6-8, specifically urges the adoption of Modified Rider RRS, that proposal was not

properly preserved for rehearing and the Commission lacks jurisdiction to consider it.

4. The Commission has previously ruled that assignments of error
cannot be raised in a memorandum in support.

Rb_ Aiggcmmcih|m iqh jlcil chn_ljl_n[ncih i` cnm fcgcn_^ mn[nonils dolcm^c]ncih ]ih`clgm

that the Commission may not look to a memorandum in support or other document in

determining whether an applicant perfected an assignment of error.

In Case No. 11-776-AU-ORD, the Commission undertook a review of its administrative

rules, as required by R.C. 119.032. During that proceeding, Staff proposed changes to the

Aiggcmmcih|m rules in Ohio Adm.Code Chapter 4901-1.57 Among the changes under

consideration was a revision to the rule governing applications for rehearing, Ohio Adm.Code

4901-1-35. Specifically, Staff had proposed language clarifying that applications for rehearing

must set forth in numbered or lettered paragraphs the ground or grounds upon which the

applicant considers the Commission order to be unreasonable or unlawful.58

57 In the Matter of the Commission's Review of Chapters 4901-1, Rules of Practice and Procedure; 4901-3,
Commission Meetings; 4901-9, Complaint Proceedings; and 4901:1-1, Utility Tariffs and Underground Protection,
of the Ohio Administrative Code, Case No. 11-776-AU-ORD, 2014 Ohio PUC LEXIS 12, Findings and Order at ¶ 3
(Jan. 22, 2014).
58 Id. at ¶ 60.
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Certain commentators obj_]n_^ ni Qn[``|m jlijim_^ ]b[ha_+ mo\gcnncha cn q[m hin ]f_[l

ywhy this change is necessary rather than the current practice of filing a brief application for

rehearing accompanied by a separate and much longer memorandum in support-z59 The

Commission disaal__^ qcnb nb_m_ ]igg_hn[nilm [h^ [^ijn_^ Qn[``|m f[hao[a_+ lofcha nb[n960

[T]he General Assembly has very clearly delineated the
rehearing process. Rather than introduce confusion, we find that
the Staff-proposed modification adds clarity to the rehearing
process. An applicant seeking rehearing must file an application
and must set forth with specificity in the application the ground or
grounds on which the applicant believes the Commission order is
unreasonable or unlawful. While rehearing applicant's [sic] are
free to expound upon their assignments of error in a
memorandum, the Commission legally can not consider any
grounds for rehearing not contained within the application
itself. Staff's proposed revisions to Rule 35 will be adopted.
!

Thus, the Commission has already recognized that as a legal matter, it cannot consider

any grounds for rehearing contained in anything other than the application for rehearing itself.61

F_l_+ nb_ Aiggcmmcih|m ]ihmc^_l[ncih i` qb_nb_l nb_ Aigj[hc_m j_l`_]n_^ l_b_[lchg over

Ki^c`c_^ Pc^_l PPQ cm nb_l_`il_ fcgcn_^ ni nb_ Aigj[hc_m| [jjfc][ncih `il l_b_[lcha+ [h^ hin [

memorandum in support or pre-filed testimony. To allow parties to raise assignments of error in

a supporting memorandum or in separately filed documents is not only contrary to law, but also

will lead to untold confusion in years to comexboth at the Commission and the Supreme Court

of Ohio. That is not what the General Assembly intended when it enacted R.C. 4903.10.

59 Id.
60 Id. (Emphasis added).
61 Case No. 11-776-AU-ORD is not the first time the Commission had made this determination. See, e.g., In Re
Settlement Agreement in Case No. 07-564-WW-AIR and the Standards for Waterworks Companies and Sewage
Disposal System Companies, Case No. 08-1125-WW-UNC, 2009 Ohio PUC LEXIS 854, *8-9 (October 14, 2009)
(finding that an application that requests a rehearing but then merely refers to the memorandum in support for
specific grounds does not substantially comply with statutory requirements).
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5. Modified RidXe JJK \f abg Ta oXkc_TaTg\bap of Assignments of Error
Nos. 6-8.

As noted above, Ohio Adm.Code 4901-1-35(A) permits a memorandum in support of an

[jjfc][ncih `il l_b_[lcha ni yset[] forth an explanation of the basis for each ground for rehearing

identified in the application for rehearing-z Gh nb_ Aigj[hc_m| K_gil[h^og ch Qojjiln+

Modified Rider RRS is presented under the captions concerning Assignments of Error Nos. 6-8.

But Modc`c_^ Pc^_l PPQ cm hin [h y_rjf[h[ncihz i` nbim_ [mmcahg_hnm i` _llil- P[nb_l+ cn cm [h

_hncl_fs h_q jlijim[f hin l_`_l_h]_^ [hsqb_l_ ch nb_ Aigj[hc_m| [jjfc][ncih `il l_b_[lcha-

?mmcahg_hn i` Cllil Li- 5 jlipc^_m nb[n yYnZhe Order is unreasonable because it requires

the Companies to bear the burden for any capacity performance penalties-z Rb_ K_gil[h^og ch

Support notes that Assignment of Error No. 6 would be mooted if Modified Rider RRS is

[^ijn_^- @on Ki^c`c_^ Pc^_l PPQ ^i_m hin y_rjf[chz ?mmcahg_hn i` Error No. 6. That is,

Modified Rider RRS offers no clarification on why the Commission was unjust and unreasonable

in requiring the Companies to bear the burden of capacity performance penalties.

?mmcahg_hn i` Cllil Li- 6 mn[n_m9 yYnZhe Order is unreasonable because the Commission

prohibited cost recovery for Plant outages greater than 90 days-z The Memorandum in Support

notes that Assignment of Error No. 7 would also be mooted if the Commission was to adopt

Modified Rider RRS. But here too, Modified Rid_l PPQ cm hin [h y_rjf[h[ncihz `il qbs nb_

Commission was unjust and unreasonable in prohibiting cost recovery for Plant outages greater

than 90 days.

Dch[ffs+ ?mmcahg_hn i` Cllil Li- 7 jlipc^_m nb[n yYnZhe Order is unreasonable because it

does not reflect the ruling by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Order issued on April

27, 2016 in Docket Number EL16-34-000. But Modified Rider RRS does not offer an

y_rjf[h[ncihz `il qbs nb_ Aiggcmmcih|m K[l]b 20+ 1/05 ^_]cmcih ch nbcm jli]__^cha cm
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unreasonable and unlawful due to the after-the-fact FERC Order. And if adopted by the

Aiggcmmcih+ Ki^c`c_^ Pc^_l PPQ qiof^ hin yl_`f_]nz nb_ DCPA|m lofcha- P[nb_l+ Ki^c`c_^

Rider RRS is an attempt to circumvent DCPA|m Mrder by proposing a new rider based on a

construct specifically calculated to avoid the l_[]b i` DCPA|m dolcm^c]ncih-

To permit the Companies to bootstrap Modified Rider RRS onto assignments of error

f[]echa [hs ^cm]_lhc\f_ h_rom ni nb_ Aigj[hc_m| jlijim[f ]ihnl[p_h_m nb_ jf[ch f[hao[a_ i` P-A-

4903.10 and Ohio Adm. Code 4901-1-35(A).

6. The CG&E Case WbXf abg fhccbeg g[X ;b``\ff\baqf ]he\fW\Vg\ba gb
consider Modified Rider RRS on rehearing.

Gh[mgo]b [m nb_ Aigj[hc_m g[s ]ihn_h^ nb[n nb_ Qojl_g_ Aioln i` Mbci|m ^_]cmcih ch

CTU[ 8[Z_aYQ^_h 8[aZ_QX b( DaN( H`UX( 8[YYhZ+ 000 Mbci Qn- 2^ 2// (1//5) (nb_ yCG&E

Casez) mojjilnm nb_ Aiggcmmcih|m dolcm^c]ncih ip_l Ki^c`c_^ Pc^_l PPQ+ nb[n case dealt with a

very different application for rehearing and offers no help to the Companies in this proceeding.

In the CG&E Case+ nb_ Aioln ojb_f^ nb_ Aiggcmmcih|m al[hncha i` l_b_[lcha ih [h [fn_lh[ncp_

proposal by The Cincinnati Gas & Electric Company (yAE&Cz) nb[n q[m ch]fo^_^ ch nb_

]igj[hs|m [jjfc][ncih `il l_b_[lcha-62 Rb_ Aioln `ioh^ nb[n nb_ Aiggcmmcih jlij_lfs ynl_[n_^

AE&C|m [fn_lh[ncp_ jlijim[f [m [h [mmcahg_hn i` _llil ih l_b_[lcha-z63

The CG&E Case correctly decided the issue before it, but is completely distinguishable

from the facts in this proceeding. Chiefly, AE&C|m ?jjfc][ncih `il P_b_[lcha cnm_f` ([h^ hin [h

accompanying pleading) specifically urged the Commission to adopt the alternative proposal,

devoting almost a full page to the topc] oh^_l nb_ b_[^cha ynb_ ?fn_lh[ncp_ Nlijim[fz \_`il_

62 The CG&E Case at 302.
63 Id. at 304.
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describing the proposal more fully in a memorandum for support.64 Conversely, here the

Aigj[hc_m| ?jjfc][ncih `il P_b_[lcha cm ]igjf_n_fs mcf_hn l_a[l^cha Ki^c`c_^ Pc^_l PPQ-

Rb_l_`il_+ \_][om_ AE&C|m application for rehearing took pains to specifically describe

nb_cl jlijim[f ch nb_ [jjfc][ncih `il l_b_[lcha cnm_f`+ nb_ Aioln|m lofcha nb[n nb_ Aiggcmmcih

jlij_lfs ynl_[n_^ AE&C|m [fn_lh[ncp_ jlijim[f [m [h [mmcahg_hn i` _llil ih l_b_[lchaz65 was

entirely consistent with R.C. 4903.10. Whereas ch nbcm jli]__^cha+ hinbcha ch nb_ Aigj[hc_m|

?jjfc][ncih `il P_b_[lcha l_`_l_h]_m nb_ Aigj[hc_m| Ki^c`c_^ Pc^_l PPQ proposalxa crucial

distinction that makes the CG&E Case entirely inapplicable.

In sum, the CG&E Case involves an application for rehearing that specifically described

nb_ ]igj[hs|m [fn_lh[ncp_ jlijim[f- Rb[n [jjfc][ncih `il l_b_[lcha \_[lm hi l_m_g\f[h]_ ni nb_

Aigj[hc_m| ?jjfc][ncih `il P_b_[lcha+ [h^ nb_l_`il_+ nb_ CG&E Case has no bearing on the

quemncih i` nb_ Aiggcmmcih|m dolcm^c]ncih in this case.

B. The Commission Lacks Jurisdiction To Consider Rider DMR

The Commission is also without jurisdiction to consider Rider DMR. The Commission

should find that Ohio law deprives the Commission of the authority to consider Rider DMR in

the context of this rehearing proceeding.

P-A- 38/2-0/ ]ihn[chm nqi mcahc`c][hn fcgcn[ncihm ih nb_ Aiggcmmcih|m dolcm^c]ncih ni

hear matters on rehealcha9 (0) nb_ [jjfc][ncih `il l_b_[lcha gomn \_ yin respect to any matters

determined in the proceedingz66 [h^ (1) [ b_[lcha gomn \_ b_f^ yon the matter specified in

such application-z67

64 See In the Matter of the Application of The Cincinnati Gas & Electric Company to Modify Its Nonresidential
Generation Rates to Provide for Market-Based Standard Service Offer Pricing and to Establish an Alternative
Competitive-Bid Service Rate Option Sub-Ssequent to the Market Development Period, Case Nos. 03-93-EL-ATA,
et al., CG&E Application for Rehearing at 2, 4-5 (Oct. 29, 2004).
65 The CG&E Case at 304.
66 R.C. 4903.10 (Emphasis added).
67 Id. (Emphasis added).
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Rider DMR does not satisfy either limitation. First, as the record shows, Rider DMR is a

completely distinct proposal from Rider RRS, asserted under a separate provision of the ESP

mn[non_+ qcnb [h ohl_f[n_^ ai[f+ ^c``_l_hn g_nlc]m+ [h^ ([n f_[mn c` ih_ []]_jnm nb_ Aigj[hc_m|

projections of Modified Rider RRS) a very different financial outcome for ratepayers.

Rb_l_`il_+ cn ch hi q[s l_f[n_m ni [hs g[nn_lm nb[n q_l_ jl_pciomfs y^_n_lgch_^ ch nbcm

jli]__^chaz (c-_-+ ni original Rider RRS). Second, Rider DMR was not proposed through an

application for rehearing, and therefore, is not a proper subject for a hearing that, by statute, must

\_ b_f^ yih nb_ g[nn_l mj_]c`c_^ ch Y[h [jjfc][ncih `il l_b_[lchaZ-z Rb_l_`il_+ nb_ Aiggcmmcih

lacks jurisdiction to consider Rider DMR.

1. Rider DMR is not a matter odetermined in this proceeding.z

For the Commission to have jurisdiction over Rider DMR on rehearing, Rider DMR must

concern a matter y^_n_lgch_^ ch nb_ jli]__^cha-z68 Given the wholly different policy objectives,

mechanics, and claimed impact to ratepayers between the two riders, Rider DMR has no relation

qb[nmi_p_l ni nb_ Aiggcmmcih|m jlcil ^_n_lgch[ncih l_a[l^cha Pc^_l PPQ- As a result, Rider

BKP ^i_m hin mj_[e ni [ g[nn_l y^_n_lgch_^ ch YnbcmZ jli]__^chaz [h^ nb_ Aiggcmmcih cm

without jurisdiction to consider it in this case.

The record is clear that Rider DMR has no relation to any part of the prior proceedings.

Staff has proposed Rider DMR as a new rider to serve as an alternative to Rider RRS.69 Rider

RRS (as approved by the Commission) and Rider DMR, however, are completely different

proposals, entirely distinct in their policy objectives, mechanics, and (if one accepts the

Aigj[hc_m| jlid_]ncihm)+ nb_cl cgj[]nm ih l[n_j[s_lm- ?giha nb_ e_s ^c`ferences:

68 R.C. 4903.10.
69 Staff Ex. 15 (Choueiki Rehearing Testimony) at 14-15.
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Original Rider RRS Rider DMR
Alleged objective: To safeguard customers against

volatility in retail rates.70
To provide the Companies with
credit support to jump start grid
modernization.71

Mechanics The Companies would acquire the
generation output of specified
generation plants through a power
purchase agreement, which
generation would be sold into the
PJM markets, with customers
receiving a charge or credit based on
the netting of the costs and revenues
from such sales.72

Ratepayers would pay a fixed annual
charge, representing a portion of
revenues necessary for FirstEnergy
Corp. to obtain a cashflow from
operations pre-working capital to
debt ratio of at least 14-15%.73

Impact on Ratepayers As determined in the March 31,
2016 Decision, a $256 million net
credit over the eight year term of
ESP IV.74

An annual charge of $131 million
for three years, with the possibility
of an extension for up to an
additional two years.75

Companies| witness Mikkelsen confirmed that the Companies view Modified Rider RRS

and Rider DMR as two distinct proposals with different purposes:76

Q. You believe that the modified rider RRS has a different
purpose than rider DMR, correct?

A. Yes.

Q. And the purpose of rider DMR is to provide credit support
to the companies to allow them to jump-start distribution
grid modernization, correct?

A. Yes.

Q. And you believe that modified rider RRS and rider DMR
are two separate proposals, correct?

* * *

A. Yes.

70 Company Ex. 7 (Mikkelson Direct Testimony) at 29.
71 Staff Ex. 15 at 15.
72 Company Ex. 1 at 9.
73 Staff Ex. 13 at 2-4.
74 K[l]b 20+ 1/05 B_]cmcih [n 74- N2.CNQ? ^cm[al__ qcnb nb_ Aiggcmmcih|m ]ih]fomcih ih nb_ [giohn i` nb_
charge under Rider RRS.
75 Staff Ex. 13 at 3.
76 Rehearing Tr. Vol. 10 at 1761-1762.
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P_a[l^f_mm i` qb_nb_l Qn[`` cm nlscha ni `cr nb_ Aigj[hc_m| `f[q_^ godified Rider RRS

proposal, the record is clear that Rider DMR has no relation to the prior proceeding and is a rider

separate and apart from Rider RRS. The Commission cannot hear this new rider on rehearing

and in this proceeding.

2. Rider DMR was not presented through an application for rehearing.

P-A- 38/2-0/ l_kocl_m nb[n [ l_b_[lcha jli]__^cha \_ b_f^ yih nb_ g[nn_l mj_]c`c_^ ch

such application [for rehearing].z Li j[lns ch nbcm jli]__^cha, including the Companies,77 filed

an application for rehearing seeking Rider DMR. Because Rider DMR was not included in

application for rehearing, the Commission is without jurisdiction to consider Rider DMR within

the scope of this rehearing proceeding.

3. L[X ;b``\ff\baqf Thg[be\gl gb TUebZTgX be `bW\Yl \gf be\Z\aT_ beWXe
on rehearing is subject to the limitations in R.C. 4903.10.

R.C. 4903.10 provides that:

If, after such rehearing, the commission is of the opinion that the
original order or any part thereof is in any respect unjust or
unwarranted, or should be changed, the commission may
abrogate or modify the same; otherwise such order shall be
affirmed.

While the Commission has authority to abrogate or modify its original order on

l_b_[lcha+ nb_ m]ij_ i` nb_ Aiggcmmcih|m [onbilcns cm ]ihmnl[ch_^ \s nb_ fcgcn[ncihm i` P-A-

38/2-0/; nb[n cm9 (c) l_b_[lcha gomn mncff l_f[n_ ni y[hs g[nn_lm ^_n_lgch_^ ch nb_ jli]__^chaz [h^

(cc) l_b_[lcha gomn \_ b_f^ yih nb_ g[nn_l mj_]c`c_^ ch mo]b [jjfc][ncih Y`il l_b_[lchaZ-z ?h

interpretation of R.C. 4903.10 that gives the Commission unfettered authority to modify its order

in ways entirely unrelated to the issues addressed in its original decision and not raised by any

party to the proceedings through an application for rehearing defeats the plain purpose of R.C.

77 See, e.g. Rehearing Tr. Vol. 10 at 1762.
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4930.10xas a vehicle than [ffiqm j[lnc_m ni ]b[ff_ha_ nb_ Aiggcmmcih|m `ch^cham ih nb_ g[nn_lm

addressed in the original hearing.

4. The CG&E Case WbXf abg fhccbeg g[X ;b``\ff\baqf ]he\fW\Vg\ba biXe
Rider DMR.

The CG&E Case does not support a finding that the Commission has jurisdiction over

Rider DMR in this rehearing proceeding. In the CG&E Case, discussed above in Section III.A.6,

CG&E filed an application for rehearing urging the Commission to adopt an alternative proposal.

AE&C|m [jjfc][ncih `il l_b_[lcha ^_pin_^ [fgimn [ `off j[a_ ni nb_ [fn_lh[ncp_ jlijim[f+ qcnb

further detail provided in an attached memorandum in support+ domnc`scha nb_ Aioln|m `ch^cha that

the Commissiih jlij_lfs ynl_[n_^ AE&C|m [fn_lh[ncp_ jlijim[f [m [h [mmcahg_hn i` _llil ih

l_b_[lchaz78

Here, no party has submitted an application for rehearing proposing the adoption of Rider

DMR. Because the CG&E Case is predicated on a timely-filed application for rehearing that

specifically describes an alternative proposal, and these circumstances do not exist with respect

to Rider DMR, the CG&E Case lends no support to the claim that the Commission has

jurisdiction to consider Rider DMR.

In sum, in order for the Commission to have jurisdiction over Rider DMR under R.C.

38/2-0/+ Pc^_l BKP gomn l_f[n_ ni [ g[nn_l y^_n_lgch_^ ch YnbcmZ jli]__^chaz [h^ \_ nb_ mo\d_]n

of an application for rehearing. Neither of those is true with respect to Rider DMR. Therefore,

the Commission lacks authority to consider it in the context of this rehearing proceeding.

IV. THE COMMISSION SHOULD REJECT MODIFIED RIDER RRS

A. Standard Of Review

The Aiggcmmcih|m mn[h^[l^ i` l_pc_q i` Ki^c`ied Rider RRS is multifaceted.

78 111 Ohio St. 3d at 304.
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First, the Companies claim that Modified Rider RRS is authorized by R.C.

4928.143(B)(2)(d). Therefore, the Companies must establish that Modified Rider RRS ygomn

first be a term, condition, or charge; next, relate to one of the enumerated types of terms,

conditions, and charges; and, finally, have the effect of stabilizing or providing certainty

l_a[l^cha l_n[cf _f_]nlc] m_lpc]_-z79

Second, inasmuch as the Companies may claim that Modified Rider RRS is authorized by

R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(i), the Companies must show that Modified Rider RRS is a provision that

cgjf_g_hnm [h y_]ihigc] ^_p_fijg_hn+ di\ l_n_hncih YilZ _h_las _``c]c_h]s jlial[gYZ-z80

Third, the Companies must esn[\fcmb nb[n Ki^c`c_^ Pc^_l PPQ cm [ ydomn [h^ l_[mih[\f_z

charge under R.C. 4905.22.

Fourth, the Companies gomn ]igjfs qcnb nb_ Aiggcmmcih|m ^cl_]ncp_ ch cnm D_\lo[ls 25,

2015, AEP ESP III Mjchcih [h^ Ml^_l+ qbc]b l_kocl_^ nb_ [jjfc][hn yni domnc`s [hs l_quested

]imn l_]ip_lsz [h^+ y[n [ gchcgog+z [^^l_mm certain factors, which the Commission would

consider, but not be bound by:81

' The financial need of the generating plant;

' The necessity of the generating facility, in light of future reliability
concerns, including supply diversity;

' A description of how the generating plant is compliant with all pertinent
environmental regulations and its plan for compliance with pending
environmental regulations; and

' The impact that a closure of the generating plant would have on electric
prices and the resulting effect on economic development within the state.

79 In the Matter of the Application of Ohio Power Company for Authority to Establish a Standard Service Offer
Pursuant to R.C. 4928.143, in the Form of an Electric Security Plan, Case Nos. 13-2385-EL-SSO et al., Opinion
[h^ Ml^_l (D_\lo[ls 14+ 1/04) (yAEP ESP IIIz) [n 1/-
80 R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(i).
81 AEP ESP III at 25.
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Fifth, R.C. 4928.143(C)(1) requires the Companies to demonstrate that pricing and all

other terms and conditions of the ESP IV (including deferrals and future recovery of deferrals)

[l_ ygil_ `[pil[\f_ ch nb_ [aal_a[n_z nb[h nb_ l_mofnm nb[n qiof^ \_ _rj_]n_^ from an MRO.

Sixth+ nb_ Aiggcmmcih|m `ch^cham ih nb_m_ cmmo_m gomn \_ \[m_^ ih _pc^_h]_ nb[n cm ch nb_

record.82

Finally, the Companies, as the applicants seeking approval of an ESP pursuant to R.C.

4928.143(C), bear the burden of proof.83

B. Modified Rider RRS Will Violate R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(d)

The Companies claim that just like original Rider RRS, Modified Rider RRS serves as a

rate-stabilizing mechanism authorized by R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(d).84 That statute provides that

an ESP may include the following:

(d) Terms, conditions, or charges relating to limitations on
customer shopping for retail electric generation service,
bypassability, standby, back-up, or supplemental power service,
default service, carrying costs, amortization periods, and
accounting or deferrals, including future recovery of such
deferrals, as would have the effect of stabilizing or providing
certainty regarding retail electric service. (Emphasis added).

Aihnl[ls ni nb_ Aigj[hc_m| ]f[cgm+ Ki^c`c_^ Pc^_l PPQ cm hin [onbilct_^ \s P-A-

4928.143(B)(2)(d) because Modified Rider RRS is (i) does not constitute [ y]b[la_z;85 (ii) it is

hin [ y`ch[h]c[f fcgcn[ncih ih ]omnig_l mbijjcha;z [h^ (ccc) ^i_m hin jlipc^_ l_n[il rate stability

or certainty.

82 See AEP ESP III, supra, at 24, citing Tongren v. Pub. Util. Comm., 85 Ohio St.3d 87 (1999).
83 R.C. 4928.143(C)(1).
84 Companies Ex. 197 at 10.
85 P3/EPSA recognize that several witnesses, including P3/EPSA Witness Kalt argue that Modified Rider RRS will
impose charges to customers. This section of the brief, however, is addressing the structure of Modified Rider RRS,
which envisions that it fluctuate between a charge and a credit. It, therefore, does not constitute a charge and does
not fit language of the statute.
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1. Modified Rider RRS does not constitute T oV[TeZX.z

To be permissible under Section 4928.143(B)(2)(d), Modified Rider RRS must be a

yn_lg+ ]ih^cncih+ il chargez nb[n l_f[n_m ni ]_ln[ch _hog_l[n_^ cn_gm-86 The Companies project

that Modified Rider RRS will result in charges for the first three years of ESP IV, with credits to

l[n_j[s_lm ^olcha nb_ l_g[ch^_l i` CQN GT|m n_lg+ sc_f^cha [n overall net credit to ratepayers of

$561 million.87

While the Companies forecast Modified Rider RRS to be a net credit and theoretically the

rider could be a credit during the term of EQN GT+ nb_ qil^ y]l_^cnz ^i_m hin [jj_[l [hsqb_l_ ch

Section 4928.143(B)(2)(d). Q_f_]ncp_ ]igjfc[h]_ qcnb nb_ y]b[la_z l_kocl_g_hn i` nbcm mn[non_ [n

only certain times during the term of ESP IV is insufficient to satisfy R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(d). In

authorizing Modified Rider RRS under R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(d) while recognizing that (at least

in theory), Modified Rider RRS could produce a net credit, the Commission would effectively

l_[^ nb_ qil^ y]l_^cnz chni mo\m_]ncih (@)(1)(^)- Rbcm qiof^ \_ cgj_lgcmmc\le. See In re

Columbus S. Power Co., 017 Mbci Qn-2^ 401+ u 21 (1/00) (yYGZ` a given provision does not fit

within one of the categories listed "following" (B)(2), cn cm hin [onbilct_^ \s mn[non_z); In re

Application of Columbus S. Power Co., Slip Opinion No. 2016-Ohio-05/7+ u 38 (yYGZh

construing a statute, we g[s hin [^^ il ^_f_n_ qil^m-z)-

Because Modified Rider RRS can theoretically switch between a payment from the

Companies to ratepayers, or a payment from the ratepayers to the Companies, it is not solely a

y]b[la_-z Q_]ncih 3817-032(@)(1)(^) ^i_m hin [onbilct_ [ y]l_^cn+z ihfs [ y]b[la_z qb_l_\s nb_

utility charges the ratepayer a fee. The Commission would exceed its authority in allowing a

86 R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(d) (Emphasis added).
87 Companies Ex. 197 at 4, Rehearing Tr. Vol. 1 at 79.
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y]l_^cn+z c-_-+ [ j[sg_hn from the utility to the ratepayer, under this provision. Therefore, the

Aiggcmmcih ][hhin [jjlip_ Ki^c`c_^ Pc^_l PPQ [m [ y]b[la_z oh^_l P-A- 3817-032(@)(1)(^)-

2. Modified Rider RRS is not a limitation on customer shopping.

The Companies acknowledge that Modified Rider RRS will not restrict customer

mbijjcha `il a_h_l[ncih m_lpc]_ ch nb_ Aigj[hc_m| m_lpc]_ n_llcnils il ]b[ha_ nb_ jlc]_ nb[n [

retail customer pays to its generation supplier.88 Yet the Companies claim that Modified Rider

PPQ yij_l[n_m [m [ `ch[h]c[f fcgcn[ncih ih nb_ ]ihm_ko_h]_m i` ]omnig_l mbijjcha-z89 The term

yfcgcn[ncihz cm oh^_lmnii^ ch cnm jf[ch m_hm_ ni ^_hin_ ynb_ []n i` ]ihnliffcha nb_ mct_ il _rn_hn i`

mig_nbchaz il y]ihnlifYfchaZ biq go]b i` mig_nbcha c` jimmc\f_ il [ffiq_^-z90 The Companies

^i hin ]f[cg nb[n Ki^c`c_^ Pc^_l PPQ ]ihnlifm nb_ ymct_ il _rn_hnz i` nb_ ]f[mm i` nb_

Aigj[hc_m| l[n_j[s_lm nb[n mbij `il a_h_l[ncih qcnb [ competitive retail electric service

(yCRESz) provider, il [fn_lh[ncp_fs+ jlibc\cnm nb_ Aigj[hc_m| l[n_j[s_lm `lig gcal[ncha ni il

from the Standard Service Offer. To the contrary, the Company maintains that Modified Rider

RRS does not limit ratepayers from shopping for their generation supply.91

This point coof^ hin \_ [hs ]f_[l_l nb[h Km- Kcee_fm_h|m [hmq_l ni [ ]limm-examination

question on rehearing:92

Q. And the proposal does not place any restriction on the ability of retail
customers to shop for their energy, correct.

A. Yes.

The requirement relating ti yfcgcn[ncihm ih ]omnig_l mbijjcha `il l_n[cf _f_]nlc]

a_h_l[ncih m_lpc]_z cm jf[ch [h^ oh[g\caoiom+ [h^ nb_ Aiggcmmcih ][hhin cahil_ cn- See Doe v.

88 Rehearing Tr. Vol. 1 at 49-50.
89 Companies Ex. 197 at 10.
90 Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary, http://www.merriam-webster.com (accessed August 15, 2016).
91 Rehearing Tr. Vol. 5 at 1065-1066.
92 Rehearing Tr. Vol. 1 at 49.
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Marlington Local Sch. Dist. Bd. of Educ., 122 Ohio St.3d 12, 2009-Ohio-1360, ¶ 29 (yGn cm iol

duty to appfs nb_ mn[non_ [m nb_ E_h_l[f ?mm_g\fs b[^ ^l[`n_^ cn; cn cm hin iol ^ons ni l_qlcn_ cn-z).

Because Modified Rider RRS is nonbypassable and does not prohibit or restrict nb_ Aigj[hc_m|

ratepayers from shopping for generation through a CRES provider or migrating to or from the

Aigj[hc_m| QQM fi[^+ oh^_l nb_ jf[ch g_[hcha i` P-A- 4928.143(B)(2)(d), Modified Rider RRS

is not [ yfcgcn[ncihz ih mbijjcha- Rb_l_`il_+ cn cm hin [onbilct_^ oh^_l P-A- 4928.143(B)(2)(d)

on that basis.

3. Modified Rider RRS does not provide retail rate stability or certainty.

The Companies claim Modified Rider RRS provides a mechanism to stabilize volatility

in retail rates over the term of the ESP IV.93 But that is not the case. At best, Modified Rider

RRS will have no discernible effect on stabilizing rates. But it could also lead to heightened

instability in retail rates.

As an initial matter, volatility in short-term wholesale power markets does not translate to

volatility in longer-term retail power markets.94 Power prices for most retail customers are set by

procurements carried out considerably in advance of consumption.95 Moreover, retail prices

based on forward market prices are much less volatile than day-to-day power prices.96 With

retail SSO rates, for example, the volatility of daily wholesale power prices is not transmitted to

retail rates.97 This is even true for notable events such as the spike in wholesale power prices

during the yNif[l Tiln_rz i` H[ho[ls 1/03-98 SSO retail rates simply do not positively correlate

with daily wholesale rates.99 This is true for shopping customers as well. CRES providers

93 Companies Ex. 197 at 10; Rehearing Tr. Vol. 1 at 126.
94 P3/EPSA Ex. 5 at 27.
95 P3/EPSA Ex. 1 at 11.
96 Id.
97 P3/EPSA Ex. 5 at 27.
98 Id. at 28.
99 Id.
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heavily emphasize price stability in their marketing materials, and provide discounts for

customers to sign up for up to three-year fixed-rate contracts.100 Like SSO customers, shopping

customers already enjoy price stability. Under a best-case scenario, therefore, Modified Rider

RRS will have no meaningful impact on retail rates.

But Modified Rider RRS could exacerbate rate instability. The Companies propose that

Modified Rider RRS would be trued up quarterly to reconcile projected energy revenues with

actual energy revenues based on the actual monthly average on-peak and average off-peak day-

ahead locational marginal price at the AEP-Dayton Hub.101 If energy prices are high are during a

particular period and revenues for that period exceed the costs for the period, the next Modified

Rider RRS reconciliation would be expected to take the form of a bill reduction. But it is

jimmc\f_ nb[n nb_ yf[az ch g[echa \cffcha [^domng_hnm oh^_l Modified Rider RRS and the random

walk characteristics of electricity prices mean that this bill reduction would be applied in a post-

spike period in which market prices have receded from their spike and are already relatively

low.102 Therefore, counter to the intended function of Modified Rider RRS, wholesale prices and

Modified Rider RRS adjustments would not be counter-cyclical, but instead reinforce each other,

resulting in customers incurring charges in periods of higher prices, and receiving credits in

periods of lower prices, exacerbating the acuity of retail price instability.103

4. EbW\Y\XW J\WXe JJK \f abg Thg[be\mXW Tf eX_Tg\aZ gb oUlcTff\U\_\gl.p

The Companies claim that Modified Rider RRS is authorized by R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(d)

[m l_f[ncha ni y\sj[mmc\cfcns-z104 The Commission has previously rejected this argument and it

should do so again. In its March 31, 2016 Decision in this proceeding, the Commission found

100 Id. at 27.
101 Companies Ex. 197 at 7.
102 P3/EPSA Ex. 5 at 28.
103 Id. at 28-29.
104 Companies Ex. 197 at 10.
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nb[n ysince nearly any charge may be bypassable or non-bypassable, {bypassability| alone is

insufficient to fully meet the second criterion of R.C. 4928.032(@)(1)(^)-z105 For the same

l_[mih+ nb_ Aiggcmmcih mbiof^ l_d_]n nb_ Aigj[hc_m| ]f[cg nb[n Ki^c`c_^ Pc^_l PPQ cm

[onbilct_^ \s P-A- 3817-032(@)(1)(^) [m l_f[ncha ni y\sj[mmc\cfcns-z

5. EbW\Y\XW J\WXe JJK \f abg Thg[be\mXW Tf eX_Tg\aZ gb oWXYTh_g fXei\VX.p

Ki^c`c_^ Pc^_l PPQ ^i_m hin l_f[n_ ni y^_`[ofn m_lpc]_z oh^_l P-A- 3817-032(@)(1)(^)+

as claimed by the Companies.106 yB_`[ofn m_lpc]_+z ih nb_ inb_l b[h^+ cm nb_ service that

customers must receive if a competitive supplier is no longer able to provide service for any of

the reasons set forth in R.C. 4928.14.

That statute states:

The failure of a supplier to provide retail electric generation
service to customers within the certified territory of an electric
distribution utility shall result in the supplier's customers, after
reasonable notice, defaulting to the utility's standard service
offer under sections 4928.141, 4928.142, and 4928.143 of the
Revised Code until the customer chooses an alternative supplier.107

Gh inb_l qil^m+ y^_`[ofn m_lpc]_z [jjfc_m if, and only if, a competitive supplier fails to provide

service, pursuant to R.C. 4928.14. Conversely, Modified Rider RRS is intended to apply to all

ratepayers, including those who are shopping with a competitive supplier and those customers

that choose to take the SSO offer. Jce_ nb_ Aigj[hc_m| [laog_hn l_a[l^cha y\sj[mmc\cfcns+z

nb_cl chn_ljl_n[ncih i` y^_`[ofn m_lpc]_z cm mi \li[^ [m ni g[e_ nb[n n_lg g_[hchgless. G` y^_`[ofn

m_lpc]_z cm _ko[n_^ qcnb [ l[n_j[s_l|m _f_]ncih ni n[e_ nb_ QQM i``_l+ y^_`[ofn m_lpc]_z qiof^

authorize any conceivable charge or provision under R.C. 4928.143, thus eviscerating the other

limitations in subsection (B)(2)(d). That interpretation is plainly unreasonable. Therefore, the

105 March 31, 2016 Decision at 108.
106 Companies Ex. 197 at 10.
107 R.C. 4828.14.
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Aiggcmmcih mbiof^ l_d_]n nb_ Aigj[hc_m| ]ihn_hncih nb[n Ki^c`c_^ Pc^_l PPQ l_f[n_m ni

y^_`[ofn m_lpc]_-z

C. Modified Rider RRS Does Not Satisfy R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(i)

Ub[n_p_l nb_ g_lcnm i` nb_ Aigj[hc_m| ]f[cg nb[n ilcach[f Pc^_l PPQ was part of an

economic development program under R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(i), Modified Rider RRS plainly fails

to meet the requirements of that provision. R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(i) states that an ESP may

provide for or include:

Provisions under which the electric distribution utility may
implement economic development, job retention, and energy
efficiency programs, which provisions may allocate program costs
across all classes of customers of the utility and those of electric
distribution utilities in the same holding company system.

In its March 31, 2016 Decision, the Commission determined nb[n {nb_ jf[hnm ni \_

included in the Economic Stability Program have a significant economic impact upon the regions

ch qbc]b nb_ jf[hnm [l_ fi][n_^-z108 The Commission found+ `il _r[gjf_+ nb[n yQ[ggcm [h^

Davis-@_mm__ b[p_ [ nin[f _]ihigc] cgj[]n i` ip_l $0-0 \cffcih [hho[ffs-z
109 Noting its concern

over the economic impact of plant closures and impact on local communities, the Commission

`ioh^ Mlcach[f Pc^_l PPQ yqcff jlipc^_ mojjilnz `il nb_m_ a_h_l[ncih [mm_nm-110 The avoidance

of plant closures led the Commission to conclude that Rider RRS constituted an economic

development program under R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(i).111

The Commission cannot draw the same conclusion with respect to Modified Rider RRS.

Companies Witness Mikkelsen acknowledged that Modified Rider RRS does not ensure the

continued operation of any Ohio based generation.112 Gh fcabn i` nb_ Aigj[hc_m| jimcncih nb[n

108 March 31, 2016 Decision at 88.
109 Id.
110 Id.
111 Id. at 109.
112 Rehearing Tr. Vol. 1 at 51.
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Modified Rider RRS will not support the viability of Sammis and Davis-Bessee, R.C.

4928.143(B)(2)(i) does not authorize Modified Rider RRS on economic development grounds.

D. Modified Rider RRS Violates the Prohibition Against the Recovery of
oTransition Revenues or any =dh\iT_Xag JXiXahXfp Aa N\b_Tg\ba GY J+;+
4928.38

Ki^c`c_^ Pc^_l PPQ pcif[n_m nb_ jlibc\cncih [a[chmn nb_ l_]ip_ls i` ynl[hmcncih l_p_ho_m

il [hs _kocp[f_hn l_p_ho_mz oh^_l P-A- 3817-27-

1. G[\b _Tj ceb[\U\gf g[X eXVbiXel bY ogeTaf\g\ba eXiXahes or any
Xdh\iT_Xag eXiXahXf+p

Nolmo[hn ni Q-@- 2+ _[]b _f_]nlc] oncfcns q[m [ffiq_^ [h ijjilnohcns yni l_]_cp_ nl[hmcncih

revenues that may assist it in making the transition to a fully competitive retail electric

a_h_l[ncih g[le_n-z113 This opportunity was limited to the end of nb_ yg[le_n ^_p_fijg_hn

period,z114 which ended on December 31, 2010.115 Afterwards, the utility was required to be

y`offs ih cnm iqh ch nb_ ]igj_ncncp_ g[le_n-z116 Following the end of the market development

j_lci^+ nb_ Aiggcmmcih cm jlibc\cn_^ `lig y[onbilctYchaZ nb_ l_]_cjn i` transition revenues or

any equivalent revenues.z117

yRl[hmcncih l_p_ho_mz (also referred to [m ynl[hmcncih ]imnmz118) [l_ y]imnm ch]oll_^ \y the

utility before retail competition began that will not be recoverable through market-based

l[n_m-z119 ?m `il y_kocp[f_hn l_p_ho_m+z nb_ Qojl_g_ Aioln i` Mbci l_]_hnfs _rjf[ch_^ nb[n yY\Zy

inserting the phrase {any equivalent revenues,| the General Assembly has demonstrated its

intention to bar not only transition revenue associated with costs that were stranded during the

113 R.C. 4928.37.
114 Id.
115 R.C. 4928.40(A).
116 R.C. 4928.38
117 Id.
118 See, e.g., R.C. 4928.39.
119 Id.
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transition to market following S.B. 3 but also any revenue that amounts to transition revenue by

another name-z120

2. Modified Rider RRS w\__ eXVbiXe ogeTaf\g\ba eXiXahXf be Tal
Xdh\iT_Xag eXiXahXf+p

Modified Rider RRS qcff l_]ip_l nb_ ynl[hmcncih l_p_ho_m il [hs _kocp[f_hn l_p_ho_mz in

contravention of R.C. 4928.38. The calculation of a credit or charge under Modified Rider RRS

is based on projected costs and generation output for the FES plants that were already of record

during the original Rider RRS phase of this proceeding.121 Crucially, while Modified Rider RRS

no longer relies on an explicit PPA with FES, ratepayers will still pay charges predicated on the

same generation involved in original Rider RRS. This point was repeatedly made by Staff

witness Dr. Chouieki.122

Original Rider RRS would have recovered from ratepayers the difference between the

costs of 3,244 MWs a_h_l[ncih ionjon iqh_^ \s nb_ Aigj[hc_m| [``cfc[n_+ DCQ+ nia_nb_l qcnb [

guaranteed return on and of equity equal to 10.38 percent and the revenues from the sale of that

output into the PJM markets pursuant to a PPA between the Companies and FES. Layered into

nb_ ]imnm l_]ip_l[\f_ nblioab ilcach[f Pc^_l PPQ q_l_ ]_ln[ch yf_a[]s ]imnm,z qbc]b ch]fo^_^

y[ff ]imnm nb[n [lcm_ `lig ^_]cmcihm il ]iggcng_hnm g[^_ [h^ ]ihnl[]ns entered into prior to

December 31, 2014, including any costs arising from provisions under such historic contracts

nb[n g[s \_ _gjfis_^ ch nb_ `onol_-z123

Although the Companies claim Modified Rider RRS is not tied to any particular

generation, its mechanimg l_fc_m ih nb_ mj_]c`c] ]imn [h^ pifog_ jlid_]ncihm `il DCQ| jf[hnm+

ch]fo^cha DCQ| guaranteed return on and o` _kocns _ko[f ni 0/-27 j_l]_hn [h^ DCQ| f_a[]s

120 In re Application of Columbus Southern Power Co., 2016-Ohio-1608 at ¶ 21.
121 Companies Ex. 197 at 5.
122 Rehearing Tr. Vol. 5 at 1249, 1251, 1252-1253.
123 Company Ex. 7 at 14.
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costs.124 Because Modified Rider RRS will be calculated by netting out projected revenues from

projected costs and generation volumes, Modified Rider RRS will charge customers the costs of

generation to the extent those costs plus profits exceed simulated sales into the marketsxe.g.,

a_h_l[ncih ]imnm [\ip_ nbim_ ]imnm l_]ip_l[\f_ ynblioab g[le_n-based l[n_m-z Rb[n `[ffm mko[l_fs

chni jlibc\cncih [a[chmn l_]ip_ls i` ynl[hmcncih l_p_ho_m il [hs _kocp[f_hn l_p_ho_mz oh^_l P-A-

3817-27- R_ffchafs+ cn q[m [fmi Qn[``|m l_aof[nils ijchcih nb[n Ki^c`c_^ Pc^_l PPQ q[m y[n cnm

]il_ [ a_h_l[ncih lc^_lz nb[n ]iold potentially be construed as a transition charge.125

It is immaterial that Modified Rider RRS revenues would flow to the Companies, rather

than FES, because nothing prevents the Companies from shifting those revenues to FES by

routing the money through their common parent, FirstEnergy Corp. Specifically, Companies

witness Mikkelsen acknowledged that:

' There is no restriction on the transfer of Modified Rider RSS revenues to
FirstEnergy Corp. via dividends;126

' The Companies make no commitment that they will not use revenues
collected under Modified Rider RRS to provide dividends to FirstEnergy
Corp; and127

' Nothing prohibits FirstEnergy Corp. from using those dividends to invest in
FES during the term of Modified Rider RRS.128

Therefore, nothing prevents Modified Rider RRS revenues from flowing to FESxan

arrangement that contravenes R.C. 4928.38.

In sum, Modified Rider RRS violates nb_ jlibc\cncih [a[chmn nb_ l_]ip_ls i` ynl[hmcncih

l_p_ho_m il [hs _kocp[f_hn l_p_ho_mz ch P-A- 3817-27-

124 Rehearing Tr. Vol. 1 at 146.
125 Staff Ex. 15 at 14; Rehearing Tr. Vol. 4 at 980.
126 Rehearing Tr. Vol. 1 at 73-74.
127 Id. at 75.
128 Id. at 228, 232.
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E. The Companies Have Failed to Establish that Ratepayers Would Receive a
Credit Over the Term of Modified Rider RRS and Instead, the Evidence
Demonstrates That When Using Known Prices, Ratepayers Will Lose
Hundreds of Millions of Dollars Under Modified Rider RRS

The Companies insist that Modified Rider RRS offers the same or more benefit to

ratepayers than original Rider RRS, as approved by the Commission. ?giha nb_ Aigj[hc_m|

claims is that ratepayers will receive a credit projected to equal $561 million ($260 million NPV

over the eight-s_[l n_lg i` nb_ Aigj[hc_m| CQN-129 But when the Aigj[hc_m| forecast is

reconciled with known energy and capacity prices for the first three years of ESP IV, it reflects

that ratepayers will pay a minimum of an additional $715 million over the term of Modified

Pc^_l PPQ+ nl[hm`ilgcha nb_ Aigj[hc_m| jlid_]n_^ $450 gcffcih h_n ]l_^cn cnto a $154 million

net charge ($342 million NPV). Tb_ Aigj[hc_m| `il_][mn assumes nb_ Aigj[hc_m| jlid_]ncihm

are accurate for the remaining yearm i` nb_ n_lg i` CQN GT- G` nb_ Aigj[hc_m| jlid_]ncihm

]ihncho_ ni ^cp_la_ `lig []no[f g[le_n jlc]_m+ l[n_j[s_lm| _rjimol_ ni _hilgiom ]b[la_m qcff

only continue to grow. In sum, the Aigj[hc_m| continued insistence that Modified Rider RRS

will produce net credit to ratepayers is contradicted by the record in this proceeding. The

Aiggcmmcih mbiof^ hin b_mcn[n_ ni l_d_]n nb_ Aigj[hc_m| jlijim[f-

1. L[X ;b`cTa\Xfq forecast is stale and inaccurate.

Rb_ Aigj[hc_m| forecast that ratepayers will receive a $561 million net credit relies in

part on the assumption that wholesale energy and capacity prices will reflect the projections

jlipc^_^ \s nb_ Aigj[hc_m| _rj_ln+ Kl- Judah Rose, in 2014. But as P3/ESPA Witness Dr.

Joseph P. Kalt explained, nb_ chn_lp_hcha nqi s_[lm b[p_ jlip_h nb[n Kl- Pim_|m jlid_]ncihm

were and failed to reflect the decline in energy prices during last several

129 Companies Ex. 197 at 4.
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yearsxundercutting any claims that Modified Rider RRS will produce net benefits for

ratepayers:130

Rb_ Aigj[hc_m| jiq_l jlc]_ `il_][mn+ jl_j[l_^ \s Mr. Rose in
2014, In particular,

to reflect the declines in power market prices over the past
couple years. Attachment JPK-RH-1, for example, provides a
comparison of the electric price forecast developed by Mr. Rose in
his August 2014 analysis (as applied by Mr. Lisowski in his
generation dispatch analysis and still relied upon in the
Aigj[hc_m| f[n_mn NPV calculations) against current wholesale
electricity market futures prices for the AEP/Dayton trading hub.
Attachment JPK-RH-0 mbiqm nb[n Kl- Pim_|m ion^[n_^ qbif_m[f_
energy price forecast is than currently reported
AEP/Dayton futures market prices. The Companies| Nlijim[f sets
Rider RRS based on current AEP/Dayton futures prices; Mr.
Pim_|m _h_las jlc]_ `il_][mn cm ]f_[lfs hiq cll_f_p[hn.131

Aihm_ko_hnfs+ nb_ Aigj[hc_m| _mncg[n_^ _[lfs j_lci^ l[n_j[s_l
impacts, which rely centrally oh Kl- Pim_|m jiq_l jlc]_ `il_][mnm+
are clearly wrong w and wrong in claiming net ratepayer benefits.

Qcgcf[lfs+ nb_ Aigj[hc_m| NHK PNK ][j[]cns jlc]_ `il_][mn cm
now approximately two years old. Over that period, it

upon
which Rider RRS revenue would now be based. Attachment JPK-
RH-1 _r[gch_m nb_ _pifoncih i` NHK|m PNK ][j[]cns jlc]_m `il
nb_ Aigj[hc_m| NHK ][j[]cns tih_ (?RQG) ]igj[l_^ ni nbim_
forecasted by Mr. Rose. As Attachment JPK-RH-2 shows, Mr.
Pim_|m 1/07.1/08 [h^ 1/08.1/1/ ][j[]cns jlc]_ jlid_]ncihm q_l_

actual PJM capacity prices of $164.77/MW-Day and
$100.00/MW-Day, respectively.

132

130 P3/EPSA Ex. 18C at 15-16.
131 Mikkelsen Rehearing Testimony at 8:6-13.
132 P3/EPSA Ex. 18C, Attachments JPK-RH-1 and JPK-RH-2.
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The evidence in the record reflects that nb_ Aigj[hc_m| `il_][mnm

2. Using known energy forward and capacity auction results, the
;b`cTa\Xfq forecast reflects ratepayers would incur at least a $154
million net charge ($342 million NPV) over the term of Modified
Rider RRS.

Dr. Kalt jlid_]n_^ nb_ `clmn nbl__ s_[lm i` Pc^_l PPQ ]igj[l_^ ni nb_ Aigj[hc_m|

projection133 to reflect wholesale energy prices, based on the average AEP Dayton Hub March

2016 forward prices, and known capacity prices in the ATSI zone for 2016/2017, 2017/2018 and

133 See Sierra Club. Ex. 89.
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2018/2019.134 As shown on the table below (which reflects Dr. Kalt|m findings) after accounting

for updated wholesale prices during the first three years of the term of Modified Rider RRS,

ratepayers can expect to pay at a minimum a $154 million net charge ($342 million NVP), a

difference of approximately $715 million from the $561 million net credit projected by the

Companies.

Table - Modified Rider RRS Impacts Based on March 2016 Known Prices (in Millions)

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 Total

Projected Market
Revenue

519 920 909 1,507 1,657 1,693 1,738 1,771 748 11,462

Projected Costs
762 1,330 1,386 1,381 1,450 1,477 1,561 1,581 688 11,616

Under (Over)
Recovery

243 410 477 (126) (207) (216) (177) (190) (60) 154

NPV Under (Over)
Recovery

226 355 384 (94) (144) (140) (107) (107) (31) 342

If the disparity between nb_ Aigj[hc_m| `il_][mn [h^ ]oll_hn jlc]_m ]ihncho_m ni qc^_h+

the charges that ratepayers can expect to pay under Modified Rider RRS will only grow more

exorbitant.

3. Staff that ratepayers will
.

Staff also

134 See P3/EPSA Ex. 18C at 15-16; Rehearing Tr. Vol. 5 at 1185.
135 Rehearing Tr. Vol. 5 at 1201-1202.
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4. The Companies have failed to rebut the evidence that Modified Rider
RRS will lead to net charges, not credits, over the term of ESP IV.

The Companies have failed to rebut nb_ _pc^_h]_ ch nbcm jli]__^cha nb[n nb_ Aigj[hc_m|

own forecast of Modified Rider RRS, when reconciled with known market prices, projects that

Modified Rider RRS will impose a net charge of hundreds of millions on ratepayers over the

term of ESP IV. Instead, the Companies continue to stick to their naked claim that ratepayers

will see receive a net credit under their proposal.136 In light of the undisputed evidence to the

contrary, the Commission should safeguard the interests of ratepayers and reject Modified Rider

RRS.

F. Modified Rider RRS Will Violate R.C. 4905.22 as an Unreasonable Charge.

P-A- 38/4-11 jlipc^_m nb[n y[a]ll charges made or demanded for any service rendered, or

to be rendered, shall be just, reasonable. . . and no unjust or unreasonable charge shall be made

or demanded for, or in connection with, any service . . - -z

As shown above, the Aigj[hc_m| iqh forecast for Modified Rider RRS, when adjusted

for known energy forward and capacity prices during the first three years of ESP IV, projects

that Modified Rider RRS will impose a net charge of hundreds millions of dollars on ratepayers

over the term of ESP IV. And the risk of even greater charges will only grow if power prices

]ihncho_ ni ^cp_la_ `lig nb_ Aigj[hc_m| mn[f_ `il_][mn- That alone makes Modified Rider RRS

a patently unreasonable charge that violates R.C. 4928.22.

Moreover, the alleged yb_^a_z nb[n Mbci l[n_j[s_lm qcff l_]_cp_ ch _r]b[ha_ `il nb_

exorbitant charges paid to the Companies is ill-conceived, runs contrary to sound regulatory

136 Rehearing Tr. Vol. 10 at 1699.
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principles, and can lead to nonsensical results that undercut its stated aim of tempering rate

instability.

Dr. Kalt testified that because Modified Rider RRS is predicated onxand would shift the

risks ofxunregulated generation to captive ratepayers, it runs contrary to established ratemaking

principles:137

Rb_ Pc^_l PPQ qiof^ \_ ohl_f[n_^ ni nb_ Aigj[hc_m| []no[f ]imnm
ch]oll_^ ni g__n l[n_j[s_lm| m_lpc]_ l_kocl_g_hnm- Ghmn_[^+ q_
have a fictional cost construct that would simply provide a tracking
mechanism by which the Companies could charge or credit
ratepayers and guarantee revenues to the overall FirstEnergy
family sufficient to provide cost-plus-profit recovery for affiliated
generation plants.

Gh mbiln+ nb_ Aigj[hc_m| l_pcm_^ jlijim[f cm \[m_^ hin ih nb_ ]imnm
the Companies as regulated utilities would incur to serve
ratepayers, but instead on the difference between cost and revenue
streams of unregulated generation. L[X ;b`cTa\Xfq HebcbfT_

has no foundation in a cost-of-service regulation framework, or
under any principles of utility regulation that I have studied in
my career.

Moreover, because Modified Rider RRS marries simulated costs and generation

quantities with actual market prices, it can produce bizarre results that artificially increase costs

`il l[n_j[s_lm+ oh^_lgchcha nb_ lc^_l|m ]f[cmed rate-stabilizing feature. As OCC/NOAC Witness

James F. Wilson observed, under original Pc^_l PPQ+ ynb_ [giohnm ni \_ ]iff_]n_^ nblioab nb_

rider would depend upon actual operation and dispatch of the FES plants, and their actual energy

market earnings-z138 But Modified Rider RRS fixes the generation quantities based on

projections contained in the record of these proceedings, and that can produce outcomes that are

ymnl[ha_ [h^ hihm_hmc][f-z139

137 P3/EPSA Ex. 18C at 11 (Emphasis added).
138 OCC/NOAC Ex. 1 at 17.
139 Id. at 18.
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Specifically, Mr. Wilson noted, market conditions during the term of Modified Rider

RRS could diverg_ `lig nb_ Aigj[hc_m| 1/03 jlid_]ncihm-140 As such, coal, natural gas, and

energy price relationships would continue to change, causing some plants being retired and

others to be built. These developments, among other factors, would influence the dispatch of

nb_m_ jf[hnm+ yfce_fs l_mofncha ch _h_las [h^ `o_f jlc]_m+ [h^ a_h_l[ncih [giohnm+ p_ls ^c``_l_hn

`lig qb[n q[m jlid_]n_^ \[]e ch 1/03-z141 ?m [ l_mofn+ ynb_ `cr_^ a_h_l[ncih ko[hncnc_m qcff+

from time to time, turn out to be very inconsistent with the actual market prices that will be used

ch nb_ ][f]of[ncihm-z142

Dil _r[gjf_+ nb_ Aigj[hc_m| jlid_]ncihm ]iof^ `il_][mn l_f[ncp_fs fiq a_h_l[ncih

quantities when actual market prices are high, resulting in lower revenues offsets than what

would have occurred had actual generation quantities been used as was proposed with original

Rider RRS.143 Likewise, qb_h jlid_]ncha a_h_l[ncih ko[hncnc_m+ nb_ Aigj[hc_m| `il_][mn

assumed energy prices would be higher than they are today. When actual energy prices are low,

yomcha a_h_l[ncih ko[hncnc_m `lig nb_ 1/03 mcgof[ncih ]iof^ f_[^ ni mo\mn[hnc[f fimm_m+ qb_h ch

`[]n nb_ jf[hnm qiof^ fce_fs b[p_ loh p_ls fcnnf_ [h^ b[^ mg[ff fimm_m-z144 As a consequence

y[lnc`c]c[f+ ][f]of[n_^ fimm_mz qiold be charged to ratepayers under Modified Rider RRS.145

Summarizing his findings, Mr. Wilson ]ih]fo^_^ nb[n Ki^c`c_^ Pc^_l PPQ y_mm_hnc[ffs l_mofnm ch

assuming inefficient plant operation, which will tend to raise the cost of Rider RRS to customers

compared ni nb_ _[lfc_l [jjli[]b ni Pc^_l PPQ-z146

140 Id.
141 Id.
142 Id.
143 Id. at 20.
144 Id.
145 Id.
146 Id. at 21.
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Lastly, and as discussed earlier, due to the lag inherent in Ki^c`c_^ Pc^_l PPQ|

reconciliation process, wholesale prices and Rider RRS adjustments may not end being counter-

cyclical as intended, but instead could reinforce each other, resulting in customers incurring

charges in periods of higher prices, and receiving credits in periods of lower prices, thereby

increasingxnot decreasingxretail rate instability.147

In sum, R.C. 4905.22 requires a public oncfcns|m ]b[la_m ni \_ ydomn [h^ l_[mih[\f_-z Gt is

manifestly unjust and unreasonable to ask ratepayers to pay hundreds of millions of dollars or

more for an ill-]ih]_cp_^ yb_^a_z nb[n g[s l_mofn ch [hig[fiom outcomes and whose price-

stabilizing benefits are questionable.

G. Modified Rider RRS Does not Satisfy the AEP ESP III PPA Rider Factors

In the AEP ESP III decision, the Commission approved a PPA Rider, which it set at an

initial rate of zero.148 The Commission required AEP Ohio to address the following factors,

which the Commission would balance, but not be bound by, in deciding whether to approve cost

recovery under the PPA Rider:149

' The financial need of the generating plant;

' The necessity of the generating facility, in light of future reliability
concerns, including supply diversity;

' A description of how the generating plant is compliant with all pertinent
environmental regulations and its plan for compliance with pending
environmental regulations; and

' The impact that a closure of the generating plant would have on electric
prices and the resulting effect on economic development within the state.

147 P3/EPSA Ex. 5 at 28-29.
148 AEP ESP III at 25
149 Id. at 25.
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With respect to Modified Rider RRS, the Companies have taken the position that these

`[]nilm [l_ ch[jjfc][\f_ \_][om_ ynbim_ `[]nilm [jjfc_m ihfs ni [ NN?-type construct, which

gi^c`c_^ Pc^_l PPQ cm hin-z150

But by including these factors in its consideration of whether to approve cost recovery

under a PPA rider, the Commission sent a clear message that a PPA Rider must offer more than

the mere possibility of retail rate stability; instead a properly conceived PPA rider would also be

designed to ensure the viability of Ohio based generation, thereby protecting local economies

against plant closure, maintaining resource diversity in the state, and avoiding costly

transmission-upgrades.

The Companies propose that the Commission should simply substitute original Rider

RRS with Modified Rider RRS. But because Modified Rider RRS is no longer tied to a PPA

with FES, it is no longer designed to protect against the closure of any particular plants, thus

eschewing the aforementioned benefits that result from maintaining the viability of Ohio-based

generation.151 The absence of these benefits from Modified Rider RRS was not lost on

Commission Staff, who recommended the Commission deny Modified Rider RRS, in part,

because:

The purpose of granting Rider RRS, according to the Commission,
q[m hin mcgjfs ni jlipc^_ [ `ch[h]c[f b_^a_ ni [ff nb_ Aigj[hc_m|
distribution customers but also to preserve resource diversity in the
state and to protect the local economies from the negative impacts
of power station closures. The Modified Rider RRS is no longer
comprised of a PPA that is tied to specific power stations in the
state, and accordingly, eliminates two important benefits that
the Commission highlighted in its Opinion and Order
referenced above.152

150 Companies Ex. 197 at 19.
151 See Rehearing Tr. Vol. 1 at 51, 179, Staff Ex. 15 at 13.
152 Staff Ex. 15 at 13.
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While the Companies may claim that Modified Rider RRS yjlipc^_m [ff nb_ \_h_`cnm i` nb_ Pc^_l

RRS that was originalfs [jjlip_ \s nb_ Aiggcmmcih+z153 in reality, Modified Rider RRS strips

out many of the benefits that the Commission believed to be key to a properly conceived rate

stability hedge. For this reason alone, the Commission should not approve Modified Rider RRS.

H. The Companies Have Not Demonstrated That ESP IV, With Modified Rider
RRS, is More Favorable in the Aggregate Than an MRO

R.C. 4928.143(C)(1) requires the Commission to approve, or modify and approve, the

ESP, if the ESP (including its pricing and all other terms and conditions, including deferrals and

future recovery of deferrals) is more favorable in the aggregate as compared to the expected

results that would otherwise apply under R.C. 4928.142. In this proceeding, the Companies have

the burden of showing that the ESP IV, with Modified Rider RRS, is more favorable in the

aggregate as compared to an MRO.

The Comj[hc_m ]f[cg nb[n Ki^c`c_^ Pc^_l PPQ cm y^_mcah_^ ni jli^o]_ nb_ m[g_ il p_ls

mcgcf[l l_mofnm `il ]omnig_lmz [h^ nbom+ Ki^c`c_^ Pc^_l PPQ b[m hi cgj[]n ih nb_ Aiggcmmcih|m

jl_pciom `ch^cha ch nbcm jli]__^cha nb[n nb_ Aigj[hc_m| CQN GT q[m gil_ `[pil[\f_ nban an

MRO.154 But the record reflects that any quantitative benefit found by the Commission to have

existed with original Rider RRS is now eviscerated in light of known energy forward and

capacity prices, and instead, ratepayers will be exposed to the near-certain risk of paying

hundreds of millions in charges over the term of Modified Rider RRS. The risk of enormous

charges under Modified Rider RRS alone outweighs any qualitative benefits included in ESP IV.

In its March 31, 2016 Decision, the Commission fioh^ nb[n yih [ ko[hncn[ncp_ \[mcm nb_

jlijim_^ CQN GT cm gil_ `[pil[\f_ nb[h [h KPM \s $2/6-0 gcffcih+z qbc]b ]ihmcmnm i` ynb_

predicted $256 million in net revenue predicted for Rider RRS and $51.1 million in committed

153 Companies Ex. 197 at 10.
154 Companies Ex. 197 at 18.
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shareholder funding over the eight s_[lm i` CQN GT-z155 But as addressed above, the prediction

that customers will receive a net revenue benefit under Modified Rider RRS is completely

unrealistic in light of known energy and capacity prices.

Rather, the evidence in the record reflects that Modified Rider RRS will at a minimum

cost ratepayers hundreds of millions of dollars or more over the term of ESP IV. Specifically,

Dr. Kalt calculated the first three years of Modified Rider RRS using known energy prices, based

on the average AEP Dayton Hub March 2016 forward prices, and actual capacity prices in the

ATSI zone for 2016/2017, 2017/2018, and 2018/2019. His findings indicate that during the first

three years of ESP IV, ratepayers would pay an additional $715 million dollars in charges.156

Wh_h nb_ Aigj[hc_m| jlid_]ncihm [l_ l_pcm_^ ni l_`f_]n nb_m_ known prices, they show that

Modified Rider RRS will produce a net charge of $154 million ($342 million NPV).157

158

Thom+ omcha nb_ Aigj[hc_m| iqh jlid_]ncihm `il 1/08 nblioab nb_ _h^ i` nb_ CQN GT

term, the uncontroverted evidence in this proceeding reflects that ratepayers would pay hundreds

of millions in charges under Modified Rider RRS, negating the Ciggcmmcih|m `ch^cha i` [

$307.1 million benefit under an ESP and resulting in ESP IV, in the aggregate, being less

favorable than an MRO on a quantitative basis.

The risk of enormous charges also outweighs any qualitative benefits of ESP IV. In fact,

the qualitative benefits identified by the Commission with respect to original Rider RRS

155 March 31, 2016 Decision at 119.
156 See discussion above in Section III.E.
157 Id.
158 Rehearing Tr. Vol. 5 at 1201-1202.
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consisted f[la_fs i` nb_ y]ihnchoationz i` p[lciom _rcmncha ijncihm [h^ jlial[gm+ [ yai[fz ni

l_^o]_ AM1 _gcmmcihm+ [h^ jlial[gm ni yjligin_z _h_las _``c]c_h]s-159 The value of these

benefits are modest when compared to the near-certainty ratepayers would face hundreds of

millions (if not billions) in charges under Modified Rider RRS. Moreover, for reasons discussed

above, the efficacy of Modified Rider RRS as a hedge against rate volatility is, at best,

questionable, and certainly does not justify exposing ratepayers to the risk of massive charges.

Finally, while the Commission did not expressly rely on the alleged benefits of original

Rider RRS as a means of preserving resource diversity in the state, protecting local economies

from the impacts of plant closure, and avoiding costly transmission upgrades in its discussion of

the ESP v. MRO test in its March 31, 2016 Decision, it is worth noting that Modified Rider RRS

does not purport to provide any of these benefits, further detracting from its qualitative value (if

any).160

The Companies bear the burden of showing that ESP IV, with Modified Rider RRS, is

more favorable in the aggregate as compared to an MRO. The Companies have failed to meet

that burden. Quantitatively, the evidence reflects Modified Rider RRS will almost certainly cost

ratepayers hundreds of millions of dollars, negating any other quantitative benefits that would be

included with ESP IV. Further, any qualitative benefits that flow from ESP IV are decidedly

modest when weighed against the risk of exorbitant charges under Modified Rider RRS. Based

on the record before it, the Commission must find that ESP IV, with Modified Rider RRS, is not

more favorable, in the aggregate, than an MRO.

159 March 31, 2016 Decision at 119.
160 See Rehearing Tr. Vol. 1 at 51, 179; Staff Ex. 15 at 13.
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V. THE COMMISSION SHOULD REJECT RIDER DMR, AS PROPOSED BY
STAFF AND THE COMPANIES

Even if the Commission could decide Rider DMR on rehearing (which it cannot), the

Commission should reject Rider DMR, as proposed by the Staff and as proposed to be modified

by the Companies. Providing credit support to a public utility for the benefit of its parent

]iljil[ncih [h^ l_f[n_^ [``cfc[n_m cm hin [onbilct_^ oh^_l nb_ Aiggcmmcih|m aip_lhcha mn[non_m+

_mj_]c[ffs qb_h9 (0) nb_ Aiggcmmcih|m iqh mn[`` []ehiqf_^a_m nb[n nb_ ]l_^cn mojjiln cm yhin `il

nb_ jlipcmcih i` [ ^cmnlc\oncih m_lpc]_ vY;Zz (1) Pc^_l BKP+ qb_h ]ihmc^_l_^ qcnb nb_

Aigj[hc_m| CQN GT+ cm hin gil_ `[pil[\f_ ch nb_ [aal_a[n_ nb[h [h KPM+ [h^ (2) Pc^_l BKP+ c`

approved, would violate R.C. 4905.22 as an unjust and unreasonable charge.

A. Standard of Review

Rb_ Aiggcmmcih|m l_pc_q i` nb_ Pc^_l BKP jlijim[f+ fce_ cnm l_pc_q i` nb_ Ki^c`c_^

Rider RRS proposal is multifaceted.

First, the Commission must find that Rider DMR is authorized under R.C.

4928.143(B)(2)(h), as Staff contends.

Second, the Commission must find, pursuant to R.C. 4928.143(C)(1), that the ESP IV

with the Rider DMR is more favorable in the aggregate as compared to the expected results from

an MRO.

Third, the Commission must find, as required by R.C. 4905.22, that Rider DMR charges

will be just and reasonable.

Fourth, as the proponents of the Rider DMR proposals, Staff and the Companies carry the

burden of proof for their respective Rider DMR proposals.161

161 See, e.g., In the Matter of the Application of The East Ohio Gas Company d/b/a Dominion East Ohio to Adjust its
Pipeline Infrastructure Replacement Program Cost Recovery Charge and Related Matters, Case No. 09-458-GA-
RDR, Opinion and Order at 9 (December 16, 2008); and In the Matter of the Conjunctive Electric Service
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Dch[ffs+ nb_ Aiggcmmcih|m `ch^cham ih nb_m_ cmmo_m gomn \_ \[m_^ ih _pc^_h]_ nb[n cm ch

the record.162

B. Rider DMR is not Authorized by R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(h)

Staff witnesses Turkenton and Choueiki suggested in their testimony that Rider DMR

could be permissible under R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(h).163 That statute states that an ESP may

provide for or include:

Hebi\f\baf eXZTeW\aZ g[X hg\_\glqf W\fge\Uhg\ba fXei\VX) \aV_hW\aZ)
without limitation and notwithstanding any provision of Title XLIX of
the Revised Code to the contrary, provisions regarding single issue
ratemaking, a revenue decoupling mechanism or any other incentive
ratemaking, and provisions regarding distribution infrastructure and
modernization incentives for the electric distribution utility.
(Emphasis added.)

Ubcf_ Qn[`` g[s b[p_ _ojb_gcmnc][ffs om_^ nb_ n_lg y^cmnlc\oncihz ch h[gcha nb_cl lc^_l+

Pc^_l BKP cm [ hin+ ch `[]n+ [ yjlipcmcihYZ l_a[l^cha nb_ oncfcns|m ^cmnlc\oncih m_lpc]_z [h^

therefore does not satisfy the requirements of R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(h). Rather, the sole function

of Rider DMR is credit supportxspecifically, to provide a cash infusion to the Companies for

the purpose of shoring up FirstEnergy Corp.|m ]l_^cn l[ncha- Rb_ n_mncgihs i` Qn[`` [h^

Company witnesses confirms that Rider DMR is not [ jlipcmcih l_a[l^cha nb_ Aigj[hc_m|

distribution service: 164

Witness Testimony Citation
Staff witness
Buckley

yQ. The credit support is not for the provision of a
distribution service by the distribution companies to the
ratepayers, correct?
yA. Correct.z

Rehearing Tr.
Vol. 3 at 611

Staff witness yv\[m_^ ih Bl- Abio_cec'm n_mncgihs [h^ Kl- @o]ef_s|m Rehearing Tr.

Guidelines Proposed by Participants of the Commission Roundtable on Competition in the Electric Industry, Case
No. 96-406-EL-COI, Entry at 3 (December 30, 1997).
162 See, In re Ohio Power Company, Case Nos. 13-3285-EL-SSO et al., Opinion and Order at 24 (February 25,
2015), citing Tongren v. Pub. Util. Comm., 85 Ohio St.3d 87 (1999).
163 Staff Ex. 14 at 3-4; Staff Ex. 15 at 15.
164 Additionally, Staff witness Choueiki testified that proposed Rider DMR is not a generation-related change.
(Rehearing Tr. Vol. 4 at 1010).
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Witness Testimony Citation
Turkenton testimony that this is credit support to the company [sic]

for them to be able to access the capital markets. And
then, in turn, by accessing the capital markets, we hope
nb[n nb_s gi^_lhct_ nb_ alc^-z

yO- Me[s- And does the fact that this is a distribution rider
under the distribution portion of the ESP statute influence
your thinking at all?

y?- G ^ih|t believe this is -- it is named ydistribution
gi^_lhct[ncih lc^_l+z but I believe Staff Witnesses
Buckley and Dr. Choueiki and myself believe that this is a
form of credit support for the company [sic] to be able to
access -- access the capital markets and hopefully they
will, in turn, modernize the grid. So there is a distribution
component to cn+ \on G ^ih|t know that staff believes that it
is a distribution rider, per se. That late recovery will
happen when they apply for this in the SmartGrid rider.z

Vol. 2 at 426.
See also, Tr.
Vol. 2 at 472

Rehearing Tr.
Vol. 2 at 429

FirstEnergy
witness
Mikkelsen

yO- ?h^+ \s ]ihnl[mn+ lc^_l BKP qiof^ hin \_ `il
recovery of any specific expenses, if any, incurred by the
companies, correct?

y?- W_m-z

Rehearing Tr.
Vol. 10 at 1645

Unlike previous distribution-service riders approved by this Commission in this

proceeding, such as the Delivery Capital Recovery Rider,165 Rider DMR is being provided solely

for credit support166 and is not related to any cost recovery of distribution services, making it

unauthorized under R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(h).

Kil_ip_l+ Qn[``|m g_l_ ybij_z nb[n nb_ Aigj[hc_m qiof^ om_ nb_ gcffcihm nb_s l_]_cp_

from Ohio ratepayers to invest in grid modernization is not enough to convert a credit support

lc^_l ni [ jlipcmcih yl_a[l^cha nb_ oncfcns|m ^cmnlc\oncih m_lpc]_-z Lil cm cn mo``c]c_hn nb[n Qn[``

jlijim_m nb[n nb_ Aiggcmmcih y^cl_]n nb_ Aigj[hc_m ni \_ach chp_mncha ch ^cmnlc\oncih [ssets,z167

165 See March 31, 2016 Decision at 119.
166 Rehearing Tr. Vol. 10 at 1687.
167 Staff Ex. 15 at 16.
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acp_h nb_ af[lcha [\m_h]_ ch nb_ Qn[``|m jlijim[f i` [hs n_lgm l_koclcha nb_ Aigj[hc_m ni

actually use the money collected under Rider DMR for grid modernization.

Regardless of whether the Commission may believe there are legitimate policy objectives

to be served with providing credit support to FirstEnergy Corp., Rider DMR must be sustained, if

at all, under R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(h). A rider intended solely for credit support and offered with

nb_ ybij_z nb[n nb_ Aigj[hc_m qiof^ ^_cah ni om_ the hundreds of millions collected thereunder

for grid modernization and a vague request for a Commission directive is far too attenuated from

nb_ mn[nonils l_kocl_g_hn nb[n Pc^_l BKP \_ [ yjlipcmcihYZ l_a[l^cha nb_ oncfcns|m distribution

m_lpc]_z [h^ nbom+ `[cfs to satisfy R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(h).

C. Staff and the Companies Have not Demonstrated That ESP IV, with Rider
DMR, is More Favorable, in the Aggregate, than an MRO

R.C. 4928.143(C)(1) requires the Commission to approve, or modify and approve, the

ESP, if the ESP (including its pricing and all other terms and conditions, including deferrals and

future recovery of deferrals) is more favorable in the aggregate as compared to the expected

results that would otherwise apply under R.C. 4928.142. Here, neither Staff nor the Companies

have demonstrated that ESP IV, with Rider DMR, is more favorable in the aggregate as

compared to an MRO.

Qn[`` qcnh_mm Role_hnih n_mnc`c_^ nb[n qcnb Pc^_l BKP [^^_^ ni nb_ CQN GT ynb_ CQN

[jjfc][ncih cm gil_ `[pil[\f_ ch nb_ [aal_a[n_ nb[h [h KPM [jjfc][ncih qiof^ \_-z168 In her

ijchcih+ Pc^_l BKP qcff b[p_ yhi cgj[]nz ih nb_ CQN p_lmom KPM nest because credit support

could be recovered both under an MRO application per R.C. 4928.142(D)(4) and under an ESP

application per R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(h).169 In other words, Ms. Turkenton concluded that the

addition of Rider DMR would be neutral for purposes of the MRO versus ESP test, and the

168 Staff Ex. 14 at 2-3.
169 Staff Ex. 14 at 3-4.
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Aiggcmmcih|m jl_pciomfs `ioh^ ko[hncn[ncp_ [h^ ko[fcn[ncp_ \_h_`cnm i` nb_ CQN GT [m [jjlip_^

would result in the ESP being more favorable in the aggregate than an MRO application.

Ms. Mikkelsen concurred that the addition of Rider DMR would be neutral for purposes

of the MRO versus ESP test, but reached that conclusion on the theory that the DMR revenues

could be recovered in a base rate proceeding, in Rider AMI or another mechanism.170 Ms.

Mikkelsen added that the benefit associated with the requirement to keep the FirstEnergy Corp.

headquarters in Akron, Ohio, also should be factored into the ESP versus MRO test.171 Upon

including the headquarters benefit amount, Ms. Mikkelsen stated that at worst the Rider DMR is

neutral, or the rider will be quantitatively beneficial under the test.172

Ms. Turkenton stated that the same qualitative benefits of the ESP previously considered

by the Commission173 would also have to be taken into consideration and when that is done, the

ESP IV is more favorable than an MRO.174 Ms. Mikkelsen likewise testified that the qualitative

benefits of the ESP IV render the ESP IV more favorable than an MRO.175 Taken together, both

witnesses contend that the ESP versus MRO test is satisfied.

170 Companies Ex. 206 at 19.
171 Companies Ex. 206 at 19-20.
172 Companies Ex. 206 at 20.
173

Those qualitative benefits are: (a) continuation of the distribution rate increase freeze until June of 2024;
continuation of multiple rate options and programs to preserve and enhance rate options for various customers
provided in previous ESPs; the establishment of a goal to reduce CO-2 emissions by FirstEnergy Corp. with periodic
reporting requirements; reactivation and expansion of energy efficiency programs; and programs to promote the use
of energy efficiency programs by small businesses pursuant to state policy. (Tr. Vol. 2 at 449, 487-488) See, also,
March 31, 2016 Decision at 119-120.
174 Staff Ex. 14 at 4; Tr. Vol. 2 at 479, 485.
175 Companies Ex. 206 at 20.
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Taking Ms. Tule_hnih [h^ Km- Kcee_fm_h|m hog\_lm+ nb_ CQN GT p_lmom KPM

quantitative results, excluding Rider DMR (which they both claim is neutral), would be as

follows:

Witness Quantitative Benefits of the ESP IV
Turkenton ($ in millions)

Economic Development Funding $ 24.0
Low Income Funding $ 19.1
Customer Advisory Agency Funding $ 8.0

Total Quantitative Benefits $ 51.1

Mikkelsen ($ in millions)
Economic Development Funding $ 24.0
Low Income Funding $ 19.1
Customer Advisory Agency Funding $ 8.0
Headquarters up to $ 568.0

Total Quantitative Benefits $ 51.1 to 619.1

The numbers in the above table are not correct though because the quantitative analysis

of the ESP versus MRO test presented by Ms. Turkenton and Ms. Mikkelsen is flawed. The first

flaw is that revenues from Rider DMR would not be included on the MRO side of the equation.

Credit support costs cannot be recovered in an MRO under R.C. 4928.142(D)(1) w (3). Those

subsections allow an MRO to include fuel, purchased power and supply and demand portfolio

costs and, as Ms. Turkenton admitted, Pc^_l BKP|m joljim_ i` y]l_^cn mojjort is different from

generation.z176 Also, credit support costs would not be included in an MRO under provision

(D)(4) as they are not:

' Incurred to comply with environmental laws and regulations w
credit support is wholly unrelated.

' To address any emergencs nb[n nbl_[n_hm nb_ oncfcns|m `ch[h]c[f
integrity w there is no claim by the Companies in this case that they
have any emergency that threatens their financial integrity.

176 Rehearing Tr. Vol. 2 at 429.
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Similarly, no Staff witness claimed that any of the Companies have
an emergency that threatens their financial integrity.177

' To ensure the adequacy of the revenue to the utility to avoid a
]ihmncnoncih yn[echaz i` jlij_lns w there has been no claim that
credit support revenues involve a taking.

Thus, the MRO statute does not support inclusion of the Rider DMR costs in the MRO side of

the equation.

Second, it is error to attribute the retention of the FirstEnergy Corp. headquarters in

Akron, Ohio, to the DMR for purposes of this test. There was no intention to move the

headquarters before Rider DMR was presented. Ms. Mikkelsen has not been informed that the

headquarters will be moved out of Akron.178 More specifically, FirstEnergy Corp. stated its

intent in May 2015 to remain in its headquarters for 8.5 years w the company signed a lease,

separate and apart from the Rider DMR proposal.179 Additionally, the Companies agreed in the

Stipulation that FirstEnergy would maintain the corporate headquarters for the duration of Rider

RRS.180 Tellingly, the Commission did not identify the retention of the corporate headquarters

as a benefit of the ESP IV when the analysis was done in March 2016. As a result, this condition

of Rider DMR should not, for purposes of the test, be considered either a quantitative or a

qualitative benefit of the ESP IV with the inclusion of Rider DMR.

177 The record indicates the opposite situation for the Companies. For example, their credit ratings are and have
been `il s_[lm [n chp_mng_hn al[^_ f_p_fm- P_b_[lcha Rl- Tif- 0/ [n 067/- Kil_ip_l+ qcnb Kii^s|m y^_fchechaz nb_
]igj_ncncp_ m_ag_hn `lig DclmnCh_las Ailj-+ nb_l_ cm f_mm i` [ ]ih]_lh i` nb_ Aigj[hc_m| ]igj_ncncp_ [``cfc[n_m
impacting them financially. (P3/EPSA Ex. 21 at 1, 2)
178 Rehearing Tr. Vol. 10 at 1603-1604.
179 Dynegy Ex. 1 at 11; Rehearing Tr. Vol. 10 at 1604.
180 Companies Ex. 154 at 17 (¶ I.3).
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Accounting for the above errors by Turkenton and Mikkelsen, the actual quantitative

weighing of the ESP IV versus an MRO is:

Witness Quantitative Benefits of the ESP IV
Turkenton ($ in millions)

Economic Development Funding $ 24.0
Low Income Funding $ 19.1
Customer Advisory Agency Funding $ 8.0
Rider DMR $(393.0)

Total Quantitative Benefits $(341.9)

Mikkelsen ($ in millions)
Economic Development Funding $ 24.0
Low Income Funding $ 19.1
Customer Advisory Agency Funding $ 8.0
Rider DMR $(558.0)

Total Quantitative Benefits $(506.9)

The previously identified qualitative benefits of the ESP IV do not outweigh the $393

million, the $558 million, or up to $1.126 billion that would be imposed on customers from

Rider DMR. The evidence does non _mn[\fcmb nb[n+ qcnb Pc^_l BKP+ nb_ Aigj[hc_m| CQN GT

will be more favorable than an MRO. Rather, the evidence demonstrates the opposite. The

Commission should reject the Rider DMR proposal because it fails the ESP versus MRO test.

D. Rider DMR, If Approved, Will Violate R.C. 4905.22 as an Unjust and
Unreasonable Charge

P-A- 38/4-11 jlipc^_m nb[n yY[Zll charges made or demanded for any service rendered, or

to be rendered, shall be just, reasonable. . . and no unjust or unreasonable charge shall be made

or demanded for, or in connection with, any service - - - -z

There is no just and reasonable basis on which to approve Rider DMR, either as proposed

by Staff or as modified by the Companies. First, under either Staff|m il nb_ Aigj[hc_m|

formulation, the proposed rider offers ratepayers no guarantees whatsoever that the Companies

will spend any of the revenues collected thereunder on tangible grid modernization efforts.

Second, while the Companies will surely not object to receiving no-string-attached revenues
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from Ohio ratepayers, the Companies do not need Rider DMR. That is, the evidence has not

borne out any concrete impediment that prevents the Companies from undertaking grid

modernization today, particularly when the costs of doing so are ultimately recoverable through a

different rider.

Third, the Companies already have other means of generation cash flow from operations

that can support FirmnCh_las Ailj-|m ]l_^cn l[ncham- Ohio ratepayers should not be placed in a

position of paying money to the Companies (and to FirstEnergy Corp.) without any commitment

that Rider DMR dollars would result in tangible investments ch nb_ Aigj[hc_m| alc^- Diorth,

qbcf_ Pc^_l BKP+ [m jlijim_^ \s Qn[`` cm qi_`offs ohdomn [h^ ohl_[mih[\f_+ nb_ Aigj[hc_m|

jlijim_^ gi^c`c][ncihm g[e_ nb[n lc^_l _p_h gil_ ohj[f[n[\f_ `il Mbci|m l[n_j[s_lm+ [h^ mbiof^

be rejected.

1. Rider DMR will not guarantee grid modernization in g[X ;b`cTa\Xfq
service territory.

Sh^_l _cnb_l Qn[``|m il nb_ Aigj[hc_m| formulations of Rider DMR, the rider contains no

requirement for actual grid modernization or any of the specific initiatives listed in Dr.

Abio_cec|m n_mncgihs-181

Staff is only generally recommending that the Commission direct the Companies to

initiate and start investing in modernizing the grid.182 Moreover, Staff does not agree with an

additional recommendation that the Companies make a certain level of investment in grid

modernization.183

181 Rehearing Tr. Vol. 2 at 433; Rehearing Tr. Vol. 4 at 956-957.
182 Staff Ex. 15 at 15; Rehearing Tr. Vol. 4 at 956, 958, 959, 968, 1001; Rehearing Tr. Vol. 5 at 1210.
183 Rehearing Tr. Vol. 3 at 647-648.
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As for the Companies, they have made it abundantly clear that they are not committing to

grid modernization,184 a fact that the Staff also acknowledges.185 Staff acknowledged as well

nb[n+ c` DclmnCh_las Ailj- gip_^ ni [ ygil_ l_aof[n_^ ij_l[ncih+z nb_l_ qiof^ hin h_]_mm[lcfs \_

more distribution investment in Ohio; rather, investment could be made outside of Ohio and

investment could be in the transmission side of the business.186

As a result, the only grid modernization commitment that exists is what the Companies

agreed to previously in this proceeding w a statement that ynb_ Aigj[hc_m [al__ ni _gjiq_l

consumers through grid modernization initiatcp_m nb[n jligin_ ]omnig_l ]bic]_ ch Mbciz [h^ nb_

filing of a grid modernization business plan.187 That plan was filed on February 29, 2016.188

The filing contains different modernization scenarios, but lacks key details such as costs, a

recommended scenario, detailed deployment schedule and other specific details.189 Instead, the

Companies included more generalities, such as:190

' yYRZhe anticipated timeline assumes that 2016 and 2017 would be
dedicated to the vetting of the Plan through a collaborative process
and discussions with interested parties on a grid modernization
strategy and ideas from parties that produces a solution that best
\_h_`cnm nb_ Aigj[hc_m| ]omnig_lm-z

' yGn cm nb_ Aigj[hc_m| ^_mcl_ ni om_ nbcm Nf[h [m [ ][n[fsmn ni mjol

discussions with interested parties ** many of whom have
knowledge, experience and expertise in smart grid technologies
and can provide valuable insight into effective deployment of these

184 Rehearing Tr. Vol. 10 at 1607, 1609 In addition, in presenting the Modified Rider RRS proposal, the Companies
made no commitment to modernizing the grid. (Rehearing Tr. Vol. 1 at 58-59, 63-64, 69-70)
185 Rehearing Tr. Vol. 2 at 472-473.
186 Rehearing Tr. Vol. 3 at 587.
187 Company Ex. 154 at 9-10.
188

Administrative notice was taken of the business plan filing. (Rehearing Tr. Vol. 4 at 965-966) See, In the
Matter of the Filing by Ohio Edison Company, The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company, and The Toledo
Edison Company of a Grid Modernization Business Plan, Case No. 16-481-EL-UNC, Business Plan Filing
(February 29, 2016).
189 The timeline attached to the grid modernization business plan filing is wholly unrelated to grid modernization; it
is a proposed timeline for the revenue decoupling requirement in the ESP IV Stipulation.
190 Business Plan Filing, Attachment A at 13, 31.
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technologies. * * * The Companies look forward to working with
all interested parties in moving this Plan forward.z

Other than the filing of several motions to intervene, no further action on the part of the

Companies or the Commission has occurred in that docket in the five months that the business

jf[h b[m \__h j_h^cha- Gh Qn[``|m pc_q+ that docket is for having a stakeholder process and

forum to determine what the Companies should be doing with regard to grid modernization.191

Plus, there are other initiatives, such as battery technology, that are to be explored, perhaps in

other proceedings, in accordance with the Stipulation in this proceeding.192

Ratepayers should not be asked to spend hundreds of millions of dollars on the mere

ybij_z nb[n nb_ Aigj[hc_m qiof^ _f_]n to use the money collected from Rider DMR to

undertake grid modernization. In the absence of a requirement in the proposal mandating that

Rider DMR dollars to be spent on concrete investments in grid modernization, ratepayers cannot

be assured they will receive any benefit whatsoever from Rider DMR. A bare subsidy to

FirstEnergy Corp. with no tangible requirement for grid modernization is patently unjust and

unreasonable under R.C. 4905.22.

2. The Companies can achieve grid modernization without Rider DMR.

Neither Staff nor the Companies have established that the Companies require Rider DMR

in order to proceed with grid modernization. To the contrary, the Companies already have

means in place to undertake grid modernization and recover any costs (and a return on equity)

incurred in doing so. That is what other Ohio utilities have done, and there are simply no just

and reasonable grounds for treating the Companies differently.

191 Rehearing Tr. Vol. 4 at 1021.
192 Rehearing Tr. Vol. 4 at 1022; Company Ex. 154 at 11 (¶ E.2).
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Qn[`` \_fc_p_m nb[n Pc^_l BKP cm [h _``iln ni yjlcg_ nb_ YAigj[hc_m|Z ][jcn[f jogjz193

with the hope that by doing so, the Companies would invest in grid modernization. But Staff

was careful to avoid claiming that Rider DMR was necessary for the Companies to undertake

grid modernization:194

Q. Dr. Choueiki, does staff believe that this credit support is
necessary in order to enable the companies to invest in
modernizing the distribution grid?

A. According to Mr. Buckley's testimony, it's necessary to
provide credit support to the companies and to FirstEnergy
Corp., not to modernizing the grid. The modernization of
the grid is an objective and a -- and a policy of the State of
Ohio that I cited in my testimony.

As discussed above, the Companies have already begun to proceed with a grid modernization

business plan w something the Companies voluntarily agreed to do as part of the Stipulation in

this case, which occurred many months before Rider DMR was first proposed by the Staff.

And once the Companies do invest in grid modernization, the Commission has already

given them [ g_[hm i` l_]ip_lcha nb_cl chp_mng_hn ]imnm nblioab nb_ Aigj[hc_m| ?^p[h]_^

K_n_lcha Gh`l[mnlo]nol_.Ki^_lh Elc^ Pc^_l (yPc^_l ?KGz)-195 Rider AMI is an existing,

nonbypassable rider applicable to all customers (except the GT customers). Rider AMI

specifically identifies what costs it recovers:196

The charges set forth in this Rider recover costs associated with the Ohio
Site Deployment of the Smart Grid Modernization Initiative in Case No.
09-1820-EL-ATA. Any additional costs associated with expansion of the
Ohio Site Deployment or the implementation of any additional advanced
metering or grid modernization infrastructure in Ohio including, but not
limited to, Commission directed, legislatively mandated or Company
initiated and Commission approved infrastructure expansion will be
collected through this Rider.

193 Rehearing Tr. Vol. 5 at 1254-55.
194 Rehearing Tr. Vol. 4 at 960.
195 Rehearing Tr. Vol. 2 at 429, 460, 473-474; Rehearing Tr. Vol. 4 at 1015.
196 See, e.g., Ohio Edison Company Tariff, P.U.C.O. No. 11 at Sheet 106.
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Moreover, the Commission decided as part of its March 2016 decision in this proceeding

nb[n+ `il [hs mj_]c`c][ffs [jjlip_^ j[lnm i` nb_ Aigj[hc_m| h_qfs jlijim_^ alc^ gi^_lhct[ncih

business plan (a separately required filing which was made in February 2016), the cost-recovery

will occur as follows:197

Rb_ Aigj[hc_m| l_]ip_ls mb[ff \_ nblioab [ lc^_l+ qbc]b qiof^
commence within three months of the issuance of a Commission order
authorizing the implementation of a Grid Modernization project, and shall
be based on a forward looking formula rate concept that would be
subsequently reconciled for actual costs compared to forecasted costs and
for actual revenue received compared to revenue forecasted to be
recovered. The return on equity shall initially be set at 10.38%
(following the ATSI ROE as that may be adjusted in the future), with an
additional 50 basis point adder, the cost of debt will be set at the
embedded long term costs of debt in existence at the time the rider is
updated, and the capital structure will be based on the actual capital
structure in existence at the time the rider is updated. All costs incurred
will be recovered in Rider AMI, which will be updated and reconciled
on a quarterly basis, and will remain in effect until such costs are fully
recovered. Any operational savings that are produced by the investment
and accrue to the Companies, such as reduced meter reading expense, will
be credited against the costs during the quarterly update and reconciliation
process.

In addition to enabling the Companies to recover their costs expended in grid modernization,

Rider AMI will itself provide the Companies with cash from operations that can support credit

ratings.198

In fact, Rider AMI-like riders have been the means through which other Ohio utilities

have deployed smart grid equipment. These other utilities have not needed a special credit

support rider in order to undertake such grid modernizationxand there is no reason to treat the

Companies more favorably.

197 Company Ex. 154 at 10 (footnote omitted).
198 Rehearing Tr. Vol. 10 at 1643-1644; Company Ex. 154 at 10, 12-13.
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Dil _r[gjf_+ Boe_ Ch_las Mbci+ Gh]- (yBoe_z) b[m ^_jfis_^ mg[ln alc^ _kocjg_hn [h^ cn

has recovered its costs through two riders, as the roll-out took place.199 Duke did not receive

credit support first, with a promise of then also recovering the deployment costs through AMI-

fce_ lc^_lm- Qcgcf[lfs+ Mbci Niq_l Aigj[hs (y?CN Mbciz) b[m ^_jfis_^ mg[ln alc^ _kocjg_hn

throughout a portion of its service territory.200 It recovered its costs through an AMI-like rider as

that roll-out took place.201

Commission precedent establishes that there has been no credit support first, with

subsequent additional recovery afterward. Neither Staff nor the Companies have articulated a

persuasive reason for why the Companies should be treated more favorably than the other Ohio

utilities.

3. Other means of generating additional cash flow are available to the
Companies.

Lest the Commission worry that without Rider DMR, the Companies would be starved

from vital cash flow, the record reflects that the Companies already have other means of

generating cash that may support maintaining investment-grade credit ratings. Specifically, Ms.

Mikkelsen testified that credit support is provided to FirstEnergy Corp. via other corporate

initiatives, including from the returns on equity from storm cost recovery, base rates, capital

recovery filings, and a vegetation management rider.202 She added that the equivalent applies in

Ohio, stancha yYcZ` nb_ Mbci Aiggcmmcih q_l_ ni [jjlip_ ][jcn[f l_]ip_ls `il chp_mng_hn ch nb_

199 Boe_|m lc^_lm [l_ ncnf_^ Bcmnlc\oncih P_fc[\cfcns-Infrastructure Modernization Rider (Rider DR-IM) and Advanced
Utility Rider (Rider AU). In the Matter of the Application of Duke Energy Ohio, Inc., for Approval of an Electric
Security Plan, Case Nos. 08-920-EL-SSO et al., Opinion and Order (December 17, 2008); In the Matter of the
Application of Duke Energy Ohio, Inc., for an Increase in Rates, Case Nos. 07-589-GA-AIR et al., Opinion and
Order (May 28, 2008).
200 In the Matter of the Application of Columbus Southern Power Company for Approval of an Electric Security
Plan; an Amendment to its Corporate Separation Plan; and the Sale or Transfer of Certain Generating Assets, Case
Nos. 08-917-EL-SSO et al., Opinion and Order (March 18, 2009).
201 Id. at 38. That rider was titled the GridSMART Rider. Id.
202 Rehearing Tr. Vol. 10 at 1634, 1641, 1642, 1649, 1650, 1662, 1664, 1667; Companies Ex. 206 at 17-18.
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distribution system, that would -- and it included a return on investment, that would provide

]l_^cn mojjiln ni nb_ ]igj[hc_m-z203 She agreed that the recovery for any approved grid

modernization business plan under Rider AMI would also provide credit support for the

Companies because it too will include a return on equity.204 It is unjust and unreasonable to ask

nb_ Aigj[hc_m| ][jncp_ l[n_j[s_lm ni jlipc^_ nb_ Aigj[hc_m qcnh millions in unrestricted dollars

without any commitment that their Rider DMR dollars would translate into tangible investments

ch nb_ Aigj[hc_m| alc^-

4. L[X ;b`cTa\Xfq proposed modification to Rider DMR would make
an already-unjust and unreasonable proposal even more unpalatable
for the ;b`cTa\Xfq ratepayers.

For the reasons outlined above, Rider DMR is patently unjust and unreasonable. But the

Aigj[hc_m| jlijim_^ gi^c`c][ncih ni Pc^_l BKP g[e_m [h [fl_[^s-unlawful rider even more

ohj[f[n[\f_ `il nb_ Aigj[hc_m| l[n_j[s_lm-

?jj[l_hnfs \_fc_pcha nb[n Qn[``|m jlijim[f q[m nii mnchgy, Ms. Mikkelsen testified that

the amount to recover under Rider DMR should be $558 million per year, based on an allocation

to Ohio ratepayers of 40% of net income.205 She and FirstEnergy witness Murley testified that

an additional amount should be added on top of the $558 million per year as indicative of the

value of the FirstEnergy Corp. headquarters being retained in Akron, Ohio, as required by one of

nb_ Qn[``|m ]ih^cncihm ch nb_ BKP jlijim[f- Km- Kolf_s _mncg[n_^ nb[n [^^cncih[f [giohn ]iof^

be as high as $568 million per year.206 R[e_h nia_nb_l+ nb_ Aigj[hc_m| jlijim[f `il BKP ]iof^

203 Rehearing Tr. Vol. 10 at 1643.
204 Rehearing Tr. Vol. 10 at 1643-1644; Companies Ex. 154 at 10, 12-13.
205 Companies Ex. 206 at 12-14.
206 Companies Ex. 206 at 14; Companies Ex. 205 at 6; Rehearing Tr. Vol. 10 at 1602-1603.
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reach a charge of $1.126 billion a year. This amount far exceeds the average remaining shortfall

identified by the Companies as illustrated below:207

12/31/2012
Shortfall

12/31/2013
Shortfall

12/31/2014
Shortfall

Average

$590 million $799 million $1,290 million $893 million

60% of 893 = $536 million

Rbom+ oh^_l nb_ Aigj[hc_m| jlijim_^ gi^c`c][ncihm ni Pc^_l BKP+ nb_cl ]omnig_lm

would pay a minimum of 40% of the cash shortfall each year, as well as an amount up to 100%

of the remaining average cash mbiln`[ff _[]b s_[l ($425 gcffcih)- Ecp_h nb[n nb_ Aigj[hc_m|

proposed modifications also include a longer period of time for the rider w nearly eight years w

ratepayers will b_ ]ip_lcha hin [ y`[cl mb[l_+z \on [ff i` nb_ [p_l[a_ cash shortfall that the

Companies claim is needed based on the recent past.208 Not only is it unfair for Ohioans to take

ih nb[n l_mjihmc\cfcns+ cn cm ^cl_]nfs ]ihnl[ls ni nb_ Qn[``|m ^_n_lgch[ncih nb[n Ohio ratepayers not

be responsible for the entire shortfall.209 Thus, the Companies are proposing that they recover

between $4.185 billion and $8.445 billion over the ESP IV.210 This is plainly unjust and

unreasonable.

In sum, for all of the foregoing reasonm+ Pc^_l BKP+ qb_nb_l oh^_l Qn[``|m il nb_

Aigj[hc_m| `ilgof[ncihm+ ^i_m hin g__n nb_ mn[nonils l_kocl_g_hnm nb[n [ jo\fc] oncfcns|m ]b[la_m

\_ ydomn [h^ l_[mih[\f_-z ?n nb_ _h^ i` nb_ ^[s+ Pc^_l BKP qiof^ nl[hm`_l boh^l_^m i` gcffcihm

of captive ratepayer dollars to the Companies with no guarantee that ratepayers would see any of

207 Companies Ex. 206 at 13; Rehearing Tr. Vol. 10 at 1787-1788.
208 Companies Ex. 206 at 14; Rehearing Tr. Vol. 10 at 1603.
209 Staff Ex. 13 at 5.
210 This calculation assumes that Commission authorization is granted and that collections under the Rider DMR
occur for 7.5 years. That amount of time would vary depending upon when any Commission authorization occurs.
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their money be spent on grid modernization. That kind of arrangement falls far short of

satisfying R.C. 4905.22.

VI. THE EXAMINERS ERRONEOUSLY STRUCK TESTIMONY ON THE
IMPACTS OF MODIFIED RIDER RRS

Aigjioh^cha nb_ _llil i` bif^cha [ b_[lcha yl_a[l^cha nb_ jlipcmcihm i` nb_ Ki^c`c_^

RRS proposal+z211 the Attorney Examiners erred in striking Bl- I[fn|m n_mncgihs showing that

the Modified RRS proposal is unreasonable, unreliable and contrary to the public interest. The

Commission should reverse the unlawful rulings striking that evidence.

A. Relevant Issues in the Hearing Included Calculations of Costs and Revenues
and Forecasted Impacts of the Modified RRS Proposal

At b_[lcha+ nb_ Aigj[hc_m chnli^o]_^ n_mncgihs nb[n nb_s yb[p_ gi^c`c_^ biq Pc^_l

PPQ ]b[la_m [h^ ]l_^cnm qcff \_ ][f]of[n_^+z ch]fo^cha ]b[ha_m ni \inb nb_ ]imn ][f]of[ncih (\s

`crcha nb_ Aigj[hc_m| _mncg[n_^ ]imnm jfom jli`cn) [h^ nb_ l_p_ho_ ][f]of[ncih (\y changing

revenue projections from plant-based forecasts to hub-based futures, by providing a quarterly

reconciliation of actual revenues, and by relying upon revenue assumptions made in 2014 that

are demonstrably false given new evidence of market prices and forecasts).212 The Companies

also were allowed to offer testimony that the revised calculation under the Modified RRS

proposal qiof^ hin ]b[ha_ nb_ `il_][mn_^ cgj[]nm ih l[n_j[s_lm [h^ qcff jlipc^_ [ff_a_^ yl[n_

mn[\cfct[ncih \_h_`cnmz ni Mbci|m ][jncpe ratepayers.213

B. P3/EPSAqs Evidence Shows That the Modified RRS Proposal is Unjust,
Unreasonable and Will Harm Ratepayers Every Year

P3/EPSA responded by introducing evidence showing that the calculations and

assumptions supporting the Modified RRS proposal are unreliable, unreasonable and will not

211 Entry ¶ 15 (June 3, 2016).
212 Rehearing Tr. Vol. 1, Companies Ex. 197 at 4:14-22 & 5:8-6:14.
213 Rehearing Tr. Vol. 1 at 52:20- 57:22.
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benefit affected captive ratepayers. P3/EPSA offered testimony from emeritus economist

Dr. Joseph Kalt. Dr. Kalt demonstrated that the Modified RRS proposal is unjust and

unreasonable+ [m y]omnig_lm qcff cgg_^c[n_fs mn[ln i`` {ch nb_ bif_,|z [h^ nb_ Ki^c`c_^ Pc^_l

RRS proposal could well produce greater retail rate volatility-z214 Dr. Kalt further attempted to

^_gihmnl[n_ nb[n ]omnig_lm qcff hin a_n ion i` nb[n ybif_z ip_l nb_ _hncl_ CQN GT j_lci^- Dr.

I[fn|m n_mncgihs q[m ^cl_]nfs l_mjihmcp_ ni nb_ entire Modified RRS proposal and the

Aigj[hc_m| n_mncgihs+ \on q[m cgjlij_lfs stricken.

C. Dr. CT_gqf Testimony Should Not Have Been Stricken

Bl- I[fn|m n_mncgihs q[m cgjlij_lfs mnlc]e_h [m ]ogof[ncp_ [h^ ionmc^_ nb_ m]ij_ i` nb_

proceeding.215 It is neither.

Bl- I[fn|m n_mncgihs q[m hin ]ogof[ncp_- Bl- I[fn|m n_mncgihs showing that the Modified

RRS proposal provisions for quarterly adjustments will actually increase rate volatility provides

a sound l_\onn[f i` nb_ Aigj[hc_m| ]f[cg nb[n retail rate stability will be supported by the

Modified RRS proposal.216 ?fnbioab Bl- I[fn|m n_mncgihs q[m ^cl_]n_^ ni [ h_q `_[nol_ i` nb_

Modified RRS proposal, it was stricken as cumulative because it cited his earlier testimony for

context and support.217 Rb_ g_l_ `[]n nb[n Bl- I[fn|m [h[fsmcm i` nb_ Aigj[hc_m| h_q jlijim[f

was supported by and consistent with his earlier analysis does not render his relevant testimony

and analysis cumulative. Indeed, his testimony addressed a brand new aspect of the Modified

RRS proposal that did not even exist until May 2, 2016. It is not cumulative.

214 P3/EPSA Ex. 17 at 8:6-7, 10:1-1; P3/EPSA Ex. 19.
215 Rehearing Tr. Vol. 5 at 1127-1130 (striking as cumulative P3/EPSA Ex. 17 at 6:8-7:11, 8:23-9:2, 9:9-19, 10:7-
12, 20:5-12, 21:15-22:17 and included footnotes) and 1149-1155 (striking as outside the scope P3/EPSA Ex. 17 at
7:17-8:5, 8:9-23, 9:2-7, 13:13-15:7, 16:16-19:16 and included footnotes and referenced exhibits, in part). Similarly
relevant testimony of witnesses Tyler Comings and James Wilson was offered but excluded as cumulative or beyond
the scope of the proceeding.
216 Rehearing Tr. Vol. 5, P3/EPSA Ex. 17 at 9:9-19, 10:7-12, 21:15-22:17.
217 Rehearing Tr. Vol. 5 at 1115:22-1116:7 & 1127:10-14.
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L_cnb_l q[m Bl- I[fn|m n_mncgihs ionmc^_ nb_ m]ij_ i` nb_ jli]__^cha- Mh l_b_[lcha+ nb_

Companies offered new calculations using new variables and claimed they supported a net credit

for Modified Rider RRS.218 Bl- I[fn|m mnlc]e_h n_mncgihs ^_gihmnl[n_^ nb[n+ oj ni [h^ \_sih^

2018, the changed calculations are unsupported by reliable evidence and make unreasonable

assumptions given factuaf ch`ilg[ncih l_f_p[hn ni nb_ Aigj[hc_m| h_q formula. For example,

acp_h nb_ Aigj[hc_m| claim that Modified Rider RRS would still provide a net credit, and given

new evidence of known market prices+ Bl- I[fn|m n_mncgihs mbiqm nb[n nb_ Ki^c`c_^ PPQ

proposal is unjust and unreasonable,219 Rbcm [h[fsmcm q[m ^cl_]nfs l_mjihmcp_ ni nb_ Aigj[hc_m|

claims, calculations and forecasts offered on May 2, 2016 and should not have been stricken.

D. The Commission Should Reverse the Ruling Striking Dr. CT_gqf Testimony

Bl- I[fn|m n_mncgihs q[m ohl_[mih[\fs [h^ ohf[q`offs mnlc]e_h- Ucnbion Bl- I[fn|m

testimony, the Commission will have to rule on an incomplete record that incfo^_m ynb_

]igj[hc_m| hog\_l ih nb_ h_q jlijim[fz [m q_ff [m ymn[``|m hog\_l ih nb_ [fn_lh[ncp_ jlijim[fz

\on cm f[]echa y[h chn_lp_hil|m hog\_l [\ion nb_ gi^c`c_^ lc^_l PPQ-z220 The Commission

cannot reach a fair or just conclusion without the benefit of a record providing P3/CNQ?|m

relevant evidence of the impacts of the Modified RRS proposal.

As well, it is patently unfair and prejudicial to strike P3/EPSA|s evidence as well as other

aligned intervenors w and only that evidence w regarding the calculations and forecasts under the

Modified RRS proposal. The Commission has held already that ihn_lp_hilm| b[p_ [ lcabn ni \_

heard in the proceedings.221 Intervenors will be unlawfully stripped of that right if their relevant

evidence regarding the unreasonableness of the Modified RRS proposal is stricken.

218 Rehearing Tr. Vol. 5 at 52:13-57:22.
219Compare Sierra Club Ex. 89, P3/EPSA Ex. 19 and 20C.
220 Rehearing Tr. Vol. 5 at 1147:20-24.
221 Entry at ¶ 5, 7-8 (Dec. 1, 2014).
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VII. CONCLUSION

Rb_ Aigj[hc_m| Ki^c`c_^ Pc^_l PPQ jlijim[f is another scheme presented by the

Companies to garner funds for the benefit of their parent corporation and competitive affiliate.

While the Companies seek to sidestep federal review of the underlying agreement associated

with the original Rider RRS, the modified Rider RRS proposal nonetheless fails to pass statutory

muster and will harm ratepayers by charging them, at a minimum, hundreds of millions of

dollars over the ESP IV term. Qn[``|m jlijim_^ Pc^_l BKP fares no better, either as Staff

proposed it or as the Companies modified it. This credit support rider does not comply with the

statute purportedly authorizing its creation and fails the ESP vs. MRO test. It will also be an

unjust and unreasonable charge to customers as it fails to guarantee any investment in grid

modernization over the term of the ESP IV. It also is not necessary to jump start grid

modernization and forces Ohio ratepayers to bear the brunt of providing cash to improve

operational cash flow for FirstEnergy Corp. Two years of trying to make flawed proposals fit

under the law and facts is two years too long. The Commission should end this proceeding and

reject both Modified Rider RRS as well as Rider DMR.
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